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McConnell
offers
hope for
stalled bill
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Senate Republican leader Mitch
McConnell
offered
hope
Monday for reviving a stalled
immigration bill, saying the status quo is "indefensible" while
being responsible for creating
a "de facto
amnesty" for
millions
of
illegal immigrants.
T
h
e
Kentucky
Republican
said he thought
McConnell
his
Senate
Democratic
counterpart,
Majority Leader Harry Reid,
"gave/up on the bill too soon"
TOM BERRY/ Ledger & Times
after,lengthy Senate debate. Kentucky State Trooper Donald Bowman records details of a wrecked Calloway County Fire-Rescue truck
McConnell said there's a "good
that overturned during an accident on Ky. 94 East Monday morning. The driver, Joe Mishica, apparently
chance" the Senate will take up
lost control of the vehicle, hit a ditch and overturned while on a refueling run.
the legi9lation again.
In a conference call with
Kentucky reporters, McConnell
said the fundamental question is
whether the status quo is better
than the proposed overhaul.
By TOM BERRY
culvert. The vehicle skidded across dent occurred.
the road, leaving heavy black tire
McConnell acknowledged Staff Writer
The truck was loaded with water
that Republican senators are
A Calloway County Fire-Rescue marks, and over the low left shoulder which may have caused it to become
divided on the issue.
tanker driver was taken to Murray- of the highway where it overturned.
off balance and overturn, according
Mishica was removed from the to CCFR firefighters at the scene.
"I think the status quo is Calloway County Hospital Monday
indefensible," McConnell said. morning following a one-vehicle wreckage ad taken to MCCH where
Kentucky State Police, Calloway
he was admitted. He was later trans"The status quo is what's pro- accident on Ky. 94 East.
County Fire-Rescue, Murray Fire
ferred to Western Baptist Hospital in
duced 11 or 12 million illegal
Joe Mishica of Hico Road was
Paducah where he remained this Department, Calloway County
immigrants in the country with
westbound on the highway shortly morning; however a condition report Sheriff's Department, Calloway
no real plan — a de facto
after 11 a.m. when, for an unknown was not available.
County DES Rescue Squad and
amnesty if you will for those
reason,
the small tanker truck he was
CCFR Chief Greg Cherry said Calloway County EMS assisted at
who are already here."
this morning that Mishica was taking the scene.
McConnell said the Senate driving went off the right shoulder.
Mishica swerved to the left to get the truck from CCFR Station 3 to
A report from KSP was not avail"ought to make an effort to
improve on a status quo that back on the road and miss hitting a Station 1 for refueling when the acci- able at press time this morning.
seems to me almost everybody
thinks is not good."
The senator refused to tip his
hand about provisions in the
legislation.
-This is a big compromise
The U.S. elderly populaton in
with a lot of different proposals
most states was projected to
in it," he said. "I'm not going to
specify which ones I like better
experiencefrom
double-digit
increases
2000 to 2010_
By The Associated Press
than others."
WASHINGTON (API — As the baby
The sweeping bill, which
would legalize millions of peo- boomers begin to ease into their 60s, most
ple in the U.S. unlawfully, suf- expect to delay retirement longer than their
fered a serious setback when it parents or grandparents.
That's good, because many can't afford
failed a crucial Senate vote last
to stop working anytime soon.
week.
Two new reports portray aging boomers
Supporters mustered just 45
votes to limit debate and speed as better educated, with higher incomes and
the bill to final passage, 15 short longer life expectancies than the generations
of what was needed on the pro- that preceded them. They also have fewer
cedural maneuver. McConnell children and are less likely to be married,
and Kentucky's other senator, leaving them with fewer options if they need
Republican Jim Bunning, voted help in their old age.
-That one child they had will be very
against limiting debate, as did
valuable." said William Frey, a demographmost Republicans.
Percentcamp in population aye 65 and older, 2000 to 2010
er at the Brookings Institution, a
McConnell said Monday that
Washington think tank.
-15
0
10
20
30
he hoped the Senate would get a
Frey is releasing a report Tuesday that
chance to vote on more amendSOURCE Brooksngs Institution
AP
says higher rates of divorce and separation
ments and ultimately the bill's could result in greater
financial hardship for
final passage in the near future.
aging baby boomers. In 1980, about two- their participation in the labor force has remained steady at about 10
His comments came as thirds of Americans age 55 to 64 lived in percent since 1950.
There are about 78 million baby boomers. those born from 1946 to
President Bush pledged to try to married-couple households. That percentage
1964. The oldest will turn 62 next year, the age at which they become
revive the immigration bill.
fell to less than 58 percent in 2005.
The legislation was aimed at
Americans had been retiring at ever- eligible for Social Security benefits.
Some will continue working by choice — a government survey
tightening borders and offering younger ages since the growth of private
employers more temporary pensions and Social Security began more shows that most U.S. workers nearing retirement age want to gradualworkers from abroad in addition than 50 years ago. However, the retirement ly reduce their workload rather than abruptly stop.
Others will have to stay on the job as fewer companies offer health
to providing lawful status to an trend appears to be reversing.
estimated 12 million illegal
In 1950, nearly half of men 65 and older insurance to retirees and an alarming number of private pensions fail.
William Zinke had plenty of resources to retire when he reached his
aliens and putting many of them were still in the labor force, according to the
on a path toward citizenship.
Census Bureau. That percentage bottomed early 60s. He didn't want to stop working but did want to get away
In a statement late last week. out in the 1980s at less than 16 percent. It from the hectic pace of New York, where he ran a human resources
Bunning said the bill was worse has since edged up to about 19 percent, and firm. So Zinke moved his firm to Boulder, Colo., where the pace is
than the status quo and would experts believe it will increase even more as more relaxed. Seventeen years later, at age 80. he continues to put in
full work days.
not have stopped the flow of the oldest baby boomers reach 65.
Women work in much larger numbers
earlier in life, but among those 65 and older.
See Page 2A
See Page 3A

Wreck hospitalizes CCFR driver
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Rueter to
speak at
CASA
breakfast
By TOMMY DILLARD
Staff Writer
Former Murray State and major league pitcher
Kirk Rueter will return to campus next week, but
instead of taking the mound to dominate opposing
hitters, he'll be taking the podium to speak on behalf
of children who don't have a voice.
Rueter will be the featured speaker at a fundraising breakfast for CASA (Court
Appointed Special Advocates For
Children) on June 19 at 7:30 a.m.
Rueter enjoyed a 13-year major
league career and retired as the
winningest left-hander in San
Francisco Giants history.
After pitching for the Montreal
Expos for four seasons, Rueter
joined the Giants near the end of
the 1996 season. He accumulated a
Rueter
138-92 record over his career and
retired to his Nashville, Ill., home at the age of 35.
,Affectionately known as "Woody" due to his
resemblance to the Toy Story character, Rueter
pitched at Murray State from 1989-91 and ranks
third on MSU's all-time wins list. He returned to
Murray as the grand marshal of last year's
Homecoming Parade.
Heidi Shultz, fundraising chairperson for CASA
of Calloway County, said the group wanted Rueter
to speak because of his local ties and his dedication
to raising his own children.
"We knew he had a soft heart for kids," she said:
-He-spent lots of time traveling when he was in the
major leagues and now he enjoys spending time
with his family."
Rueter has two school-age children and at his
retirement press conference before the 2006 season,
he declared himself a "full-time husband and a full-

•See Page 2A

Boomers expected to work longer MSU gets nod
Study says many can't
in Outdoor
Double-diet growth
afford to retire
in elderly population
Life's top 10
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Special to the Ledger
If you love outdoor adventure, Murray State
University is your kind of college, according to the
latest issue of Outdoor Life magazine.
In the article "Outdoors U.," Murray is listed as
one of the top 10 colleges and universities in
America for students who love to hunt and fish.
"Murray State's proximity to the Land Between
the Lakes National Recreational Area makes it an
outdoorsman's paradise," wrote John Taranto. "Fish
for bass, crappies, sauger, catfish and blue gills on
Lake Barkley and Kentucky Lake's combined220,000 surface acres. Hunt deer, turkeys,
ducks, squirrels, rabbits and more in the 170,000
acres of wilderness between the two.
"If you're heading off to college soon," he
explained. "chances are the thought of leaving the
woods, streams, fields and lakes you've grown up
with is already making you feel a little homesick.
Fear not! At these 10 schools, not only can you get
a college education, but you can do so while hunting
and fishing to your heart's content. Plus they all
have curricula and clubs for the outdoors-minded."
Other top 10 colleges and universities included
Auburn University. Colorado State University,
Hampden-Sydney College, Montana State
University, Oregon State University, Paul Smith's
College, South Dakota State University, Texas
A&M
University
and
University
of
Wisconsin/Steven's Point.
Of the top 10, Murray's cost was listed as the
most affordable.
Outdoor Life singled out Murray's bachelor of
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State Board of Elections
certify results from primary
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The State Board of Elections
has certified results from the
May 22 primary. making Gov.
Ernie Fletcher the official
Republican nominee in his bid
tor re-election against former
Democratic it Gov Ste% e
Beshear
The customary recanvassing
yielded no surprises going into

Corrections
In Monday's Town Crier. it
incorrectly listed that the
Staff Congress meeting is today
(Tuesday). It is actually
Wednesday.
The Ledger regrets any contusion.
WAS

In a listing ot Land Between
the Lakes activities in Friday's
Ledger, it incorrectly listed a
pnce for the Elk and Bison
Prairie. The correct admission
costis $5 per car.
The Ledger regrets any confusion.
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting however mistakes occasionally occur. It as
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake
or error. please call 753-1916

Town Crier
NOTICE
Murray
•
State
University s Staff Congress
is scheduled
to
meet
Wednesday at 1 30 p m in
the Mississippi Room of the
Corns Center
III The Calloway County
Board of Education is set to
meet Thursday at 6 p m at
the board office on College
Farm Road Retiring employees will be recognized at the
meeting
IN The Weaks Center
Board will meet in session
Friday at noon The appointment of a new treasurer and
executive session for possible acquisition of property
are on the agenda
•To report a Town Crier
Item, call 753-1916

the Nov. 6 general election.
Louisville
lawyer Jack
Conway is the Democratic nominee in the race for attorney general against Republican state
Rep. Stan Lee of Lexington.
In the state treasurer's race,
Democrat Todd Hollenba.:h will
face
Republican
Melinda
Wheeler, a former state court
administrator.
For secretary of state, incumbent Republican Secretary of
State Trey Grayson will face
Democrat Bruce Hendrickson.
And in the race for agriculture commissioner. Republican
incumbent Richie Farmer will
lace retired cable contracrek

David Lynn Williams of
Glasgow.
One slate of independent
candidates, Micah Ingram of
Georgetown and Paige Allen of
Owenton, have filed a statement
of candidacy to run for governor
and lieutenant governor respectively. They have until Aug. 14
to file additional paperwork to
officially enter the race.
Because the deadline for filing statements of candidacy
passed in April, no other independent candidates can enter the
race, except as write-in candidates. Candidates can file as
write-ins up to 10 days before
the election.

AP

The funeral procession for Cpl. Joshua Moore arrives at the Mt. Pleasant Cemetery near
Lewisburg, Ky., Monday. Moore's body was carried in the new pick-up truck he bought during
his last visit home. Cpl. Moore was killed while deployed to Iraq

'Kentucky soldier laid to rest

•MSU outdoors ...
From Front
science degree in recreation and leisure services, with an outdoor
concentration, as a program that would catch the eye of the outdoor
enthusiast. It also included a photo of Morgan Hicks, MSU's 2004
(J1ympian and now coach of the rifle team, reminding readers that
Murray State University has sent more than its share of athletes to
the Olympics.
Gaining attention for its environment is not new to Murray. The
lakes region of west Kentucky was once chosen by USAir magazine
as one of the 10 best sailing vacation areas in United States and
Caribbean waters. A special issue of the publication labeled MS1l's
home territory as one of North America's premier locations for a
family sailing holiday.
Murray's rural location is more than just beautiful, according to
studies done for the book Cnmc at College. FBI crime data, analyzed by a former police officer and a crime beat reporter. resulted
in Murray being rated as the I I th Safest location for college study.

LEWISBURG, Ky. (AP) —
Fnends and family took a southern Kentucky soldier killed in
Iraq for one last ride through the
neighborhood before laying him
to rest on Monday.
Cpl. Joshua Moore, 20, was
driven through the town square
in nearby Russellville in his new
black pickup truck following
funeral services.' Moore was
killed along with two other soldiers on May 30 when an explosive device hit the Humvee they
were riding in.
Music chosen by Moore was
played during the visitation at
Lewisburg Elementary School
and the funeral at Mt. Pleasant
Cemetery. The selections, many
of them country songs, were

picked by Moore and given to
his parents to play at his funeral
in case he was killed in action.
The traditional military
funeral included a 2I-gun salute
and a flyover by military aircraft. His parents, Jess and
Carolyn Moore, were presented
with three medals their son had
earned during his tour of duty:
the Bronze Star, the Purple
Heart and the Good Conduct
Medal.
Hundreds of people attended
the funeral in the tight-knit community about 40 minutes west of
Bowling Green. The visitation
was at the same school Moore
visited when he returned home
on lgave recently, taking time to
meet students who were his pen

•CASA breakfast
Marshall County S.O.
reports possible phone scam From Front
Staff Report
the Marshall County Sheriff's Office received a complaint that
a Marshall County resident received a call from a person purporting
to be from either the sheriff's office or sheriff's association and
requesting money.
The Marshall County Sheriff's Office does not solicit funds from
the residents of Marshall County or donations in any way.
A check with the office of the Kentucky Sheriff's Association
showed that they are also not making calls soliciting funds.
"When receiving calls asking for donations, people should be
very careful and sure of whom they are talking to." Sheriff Kevin
By elf 'aid Monday. "Please be aware that police agencies do not
solicit funds

Test Drive The
Only Zero Turn Mower
Built Bush Hog® Tough

lime father now."
Shultz said Rueter will likely talk about his
expenence as a child and the people who menbored him as well as his major league career and
his commitment to raising his children.
The breakfast is the first such event CASA has
held, but Shultz hopes such breakfasts will
become an annual event for the organization. In
addition to raising funds for CASA, the breakfast
will give the conununity a chance to catch up with
Rueter as well as learn about CASA's local activities.
CASA of Calloway County is composed of 15
volunteers and serves as an advocate for children

pals.
"They felt sort of like he was
their hero," said Barrett Nelson,
the school's principal.
Moore was the casualty of
war in Logan County since
Vietnam according to Bryson
Price, the funeral director at
Price Funeral Home.
Including Moore, 57 servicemembers with hometowns of
record in Kentucky have died in
the Iraq war. Nearly 200 troops
based at Fort Campbell on the
Tennessee border also have been
killed in the conflict, most of
them from the 101st Airborne
Division.
Moore was assigned to the
1st Infantry Division, based in
Germany.

••

in the court system due to allegations of abuse or
neglect. In 2006, CASA assisted 53 children
locally. In Calloway County alone in 2006, 373
reports were made of child abuse or neglect.
The breakfast will be held in the MurrayRoom
in the Regional Special Events Center and is open
to the public. Tickets cost $20 and are on sale
through CASA at 761-0164 or at the Chamber of
Commerce at 753-5171.
Rueter will be in town specifically for tilt..
event and Shultz praised him for his willingness
to be involved in the Murray community.
"I think this shows that he has a strong commitment to help out the less fortunate, especially
children." she said. "He's a very charitable and
generous person."

II Boomers expected ...
From Front
"I've had a sery good life." Zinke said. "I'm
proud of what I've accomplished, but I'm not
done"
bake said he is fortunate to own his business
and to he able to set his work schedule. He has
formed a nonprofit organization, the Center for
Productise Longevity, that is working to encourage other employers to help older workers with
flexible schedules and other accommodations.
"We need to change the way we think about
retirement," Zinke said.
There are more than 37 million Americans 65
and older, a number that is expected to nearly double by 2030. according to the C'ensus Bureau.

"I think there will be significant accommodations and incentives to get people to stay and work
longer, and not lose that human capital," said
Richard Suzman of the National Institute on
Aging, a government research agency.
The agency is releasing a compilation of data
Tuesday from the national Health and Retirement
Study, an ongoing survey of older people by
researchers at the University of Michigan.
The data paint a picture of aging baby boomers
facing longer, more active lives, coupled with rising costs for health care and other services.
"People are living longer. and the extra years of
life. which I think have been one of the crowning
achievements of the last century. have to be
financed somehow," Suzman said

EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
Michelle Woods is NewWave
Communications 'Employee of the
Month" for April 2007.
Woods is the Business Sales Manager
for
West
Kentucky
and
West
Tennessee She is located in the
Murray office

Ire
a

411110%.

'Michelle has been with us only a
'ew months but has shown that she
nas the commitment to follow

•

ac

A

through and a desire to succeed. We
look forward to big things from her,"
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Michelle Woods 'Employee of

Monlh"

stated Cameron Miller,
Manager WKY/W TN.

General

Married to Mark Woods, locally
known golfer the couple has one son, Tyler, a student at North
._Elementary School
She will receive a gift card from Management and her name will be
added to the Employee Honor plaque
NewWave Communications is proud to acknowledge Michelle
Woods as Employee of the Month for April
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Ex-Fletcher appointee pleads guilty ,

Inmate asks high court to uphold
'benefit' of death sentence

By JOE BIESK
But Beverage may have cic
Beverage declined to comAssociated Press Writer
ated more troubles for Fletcher, ment leaving the courtroom.
who is seeking a second term.
McCoy said his client "never
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)
Beverage met with prosecu- misstated the truth" to the grand
One of Gov. Ernie Fletcher's
former political appointees tor Larry Cleveland before his jury that indicted him, but wantavoided an election-year perjury court appearance and gave testi- ed to avoid the cost and uncertrial on Monday by pleading mony that liould be passed on to tainty of going to trial. McCoy
guilty to official misconduct, the attorney general's office for confirmed that Beverage was
but may have created even more more review, Cleveland said. "cooperating with the commonpolitical problems for his ex- Beverage, the state's former wealth completely."
chief highway engineer, claimed
Fletcher is running for reboss in the process.
Sam Beverage, the only per- some state highway contracts election, and the hiring scandal
son still facing criminal charges had been steered toward certain has been a key issue in the race.
Beverage was named in an
from a special grand jury probe vendors, Cleveland said.
The
prosecutor
declined
to
indictment
issued by a special
into the Fletcher administration's hiring practices, avoided provide specific details of grand jury that investigated
complaints that Fletcher and his
the possibility of a five-year Beverage's allegations.
"I'm not real well-versed in aides improperly rewarded
prison sentence when he agreed
the legalities of awarding state political supporters with proto the deal.
contracts, but it seemed improp- tected state jobs after he took
"This is probably the best siter to me," Cleveland, the office in 2003.
uation he could get short of
Franklin County commonThe grand jury returned 29
going to trial," Burl McCoy,
wealth's attorney, said.
indictments, one of which
Beverage's attorney, said.
Fletcher spokeswoman Jodi charged Fletcher with criminal
Judge Thomas D. Wingate Whitaker declined comment.
conspiracy, official misconduct
approved a plea bargain that
Transportation
Cabinet and political discrimination. The
reduced a felony perjury charge spokesman Doug Hogan said he charges against Fletcher were
against Beverage to misde- was not aware of any impropri- dropped in an agreement with
meanor misconduct, ending the eties that occurred.
prosecutors, even though the
last criminal case remaining
"This person was originally grand jury concluded that he
from a hiring scandal that polit- indicted on perjury charges, and had approved a "widespread and
ically weakened Kentucky's that calls into question the cred- coordinated plan" to skirt state
first Republican governor in ibility of the statements," Hogan hiring laws so political supportmore than 30 years.
ers could be rewarded with jobs.
said.
Beverage faces up to a year
Cleveland, however, told
Fletcher issued pardons in
in jail, though the prosecutor has reporters earlier that he did not 2005 for everyone else charged
said he will not oppose proba- consider whatlieverage said to in the probe. The perjury charge
tion. Wingate set sentencing for be "vengeful or retaliatory in against Beverage wasn't covany way."
June 29.
ered because it allegedly

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A Kentucky Death Row inmate is
asking the state Supreme Court to uphold the "benefit" of a death
sentence, saying it was what he bargained for and wanted.
Marco Allen Chapman filed an affidavit with the high court last
week,saying he wants to be put to death for the murders of two children and a brutal attack on two other people in northern Kentucky
in 2002. Chapman pleaded guilty to the attacks in 2004 and asked
to be sentenced to death.
The Supreme Court is reviewing Chapman's case, as it does with
all death sentences. Chapman said he intends to waive the remainder of his appeals as soon as possible.
Chapman, 35. admitted to killing 6-year-old Cody Sharon and 7year-old Chelbi Sharon, and attacking their mother, Carolyn
Marksberry, and their sister, Courtney Sharon. Chapman said he
deserved to die for the Aug. 23, 2002 attack at Marksberry's home
in Gallatin County.

Foster child murder witness pleads
not guilty to Kentucky charge
MAYSVILLE, Ky.(AP) -- A woman given immunity in Ohio
for testifying against a woman convicted of murdering a foster child
pleaded not guilty Monday in a Kentucky coun to tampering with
physical evidence in the case.
Amy Baker, 25, was being held in the Mason County Detention
Center on $50,000 bond. Judge W. Todd Walton II ruled that Baker
must post 10 percent of the bond to be released, The (Maysville)
Ledger-Independent reported.
Baker was a key witness in the death of 3-year-old Marcus Fiesel
of Batavia, Ohio. The developmentally disabled boy died last
August after his foster parents, Liz Carroll and David Carroll Jr.,
left him bound in a closet in their Cincinnati-area home for two days
while they attended a family reunion in Kentucky. Baker lived with
the CerroIls and testified under immunity in Ohio that she helped
throw the boy's remains from a bridge over the Ohio River.

Bardstown dentist charged with 302
counts of sexual molestation

occurred after the pardons were
issued.
While the criminal charges
have now been resolved, civit•
cases are pending before the
state Personnel Board and the .
Executive
Branch
Ethics
Commission. An ethics panel •
earlier this month charged four'
former high-ranking Fletcher -.
administration officials with
alleged violations of the state.'
ethics law.
Still. Beverage's deal with •:
prosecutors could possibly lead
to
another
investigation.
Cleveland said.
Vicki Glass, a spokeswoman
for the attorney general,
declined comment.
Among staunch supporters,
Fletcher would likely be unaffected, but the timing could hurt ;
his re-election efforts said
Laurie Rhodebeck, a University.
of Louisville associate professor,
of political science.
"For the die-hard Fletcher
supporters it's just old ,news and '
they feel that Fletcher has :
addressed the issue and kind of 7
apologized," Rhodebeck said.
"To come up with this new •
angle or new area is to suggest
that, 'Gosh, maybe there are
more things that we don't know
about.—

Stalled bill ...

BARDSTOWN, Ky. (AP) — A central Kentucky dentist has
been charged with over 300 counts of sexual molestation of four
girls who would visit him at his home, police said.
Dr. Hahn Do, 47, was arrested on Friday by the Bardstown
Police Department and charged with 302 counts of molestation,
including incest, sodomy, sexual abuse and unlawful transaction
with a minor.
Bardstown Police Detective Barbara Roby said the indictment
returned by the Nelson County grand jury claims that a 16-year-old
girl told authorities that Do had touched her inappropriately for
more than a decade. Roby said the investigation also revealed three
other girls who also said they were sexually molested by Do.
None of the victims were patients of Do's, Roby said.

From Front
illegal immigrants.
"Not only
did the bill provide amnesty
to millions of
illegal aliens,
but it also gave
them their own
V.I.P. line to
citizenship and
stuck the taxpayers with the
Bunning
bill for their
health care, education, welfare
and Social Security," Bunning
said.
He said the bill also failed to
secure the koeder and did not
create a workable system for
employers to verify they aren't
hiring illegal aliens.

E. Kentucky judge awards judgment
in race-motivated arson case
PIKEVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A Pike County judge has ordered an
eastern Kentucky man accused of setting fire to the apartment of
three black students in 2005 to pay more than $130,000 in civil
penalties. Bobby Gibson Jr., of Shelbiana was cleared of criminal
charges in 2005 after an all-white jury in found him not guilty..
However, the Kentucky Commission on Human Rights pursued
the cast on civil charges of violating state and federal fair housing
laws by intimidatidg the three Pikeville College students.

Bunning said the immigration system needs. overhauling,
but put conditions on his support.
"There must be no amnesty
or other rewards for illegal
aliens," he said. "Any bill must
stop the flow of new illegal
aliens."
Also, he said a guest worker
program must protect American
workers, include only legal
aliens and ensure that the participants "go home at the end of
their stay."
another
On
matter,
McConnell on Monday gave an
endorsement for Kentucky cardiologist Dr. James Holsinger,
who was nominated by Bush to
become surgeon general.
Holsinger has come under

fire from gay rights groups for
voting to expel a lesbian pastor
from the United Methodist
Church and writing in 1991 that
gay sex is unnatural and
unhealthy.
Also, Holsinger helped
found a Methodist congregation
that, according to gay rights
activists, believes homosexuality is a matter of choice and can
be "cured."
McConnell' said Holsinger
has had a distinguished career
and backed Holsinger's selection.
When asked about
Holsinger's chances of winning
Senate
confirmation,
McConnell replied, "I think it's
pretty early in the process, so
it's very difficult to know where
it stands."
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June 13 through June 23

Garden Hose

10010 Off Store wide

FREE REFRESHMENTS
DAILY!

Excludes some stems See store tor details

TheraSaunatM

MONESSEN
Wdlt.04,W,

C.
S.

Display Model Only
Below Cost

Vent Free Gas Logs

• •-•77 !

REGISTER TO WIN
WHIRLPOOL TUB &
OTHER DOOR PRIZES

24" Millivolt
Reg. $671.00

'499

Great Buy
I Only
SKU 045000N024

NOW

RehYour Choice of
European Bronze,
White, Oiled Bronze Of
Brushed Nickel

White&
OUTDOOR Ut

You get more.

Lawn Tractor

Stock Items

19 H P Kohler, 42" Deck
Hydro Drive!

1.595

$1,795.00 SALE

'52"

LIGHTING

'65°0

SALE

SALE
Reg $53.99

Lakewood Tower Fan
29' Oscillating • SKU 06126163
Reg $2899

'19
"

Whiskey Barrel
Classical Fountain

KICHLER
SKU 12022N1
Reg. $87.99

Peg. $35.99 SALE

952

Reg $69.99

SALE
ALE U

SALE $5200

96" Fluorescent Strip Light
2 Tube

Copper Kettle
Classical Fountain
w/Planter
SKU *7163777
Reg. $84.99

29

SALE

$52"

Wrench Set
Cambridge Bistro Set
SKU 48186405
Reg $14999

C roic e
of

10 Pc SAE Combination
SKU 42024495
Rog 129 99

Bistro Set
Choirs & 24" Granrte top Table
SKU 08185167
Reg $14999

ri

SALE

"
SALE $119

"Serving You
Since 1955 With
Quality Products
And Service
You Deserve-

Lakewood
Floor Fan
12"
U *6102040

sx

$19"

SKU ItA4C602/MCD6 Rog 12,115 70 SALE 599999

11111.11RRAY.,„
SUPPLY COMPAN

Compact
Drill/Driver
SKU *2100097
Reg $214.99

SALE

IN
Save

162"

Reg $3299
5 Drawer Tool
S1 999 Cabinet With Chest
SALESKU 02130797
Reg $109.99

3-Head
Postlight

intercom Radio II 6-CD Player, 12 Spoakers. 1 Door Chime
Sales good while supplies last

'2999

SALE

SKU *7163793
Reg $102.99

Savoy Toilet

SKU *31978

SALE

Low Profile Wraparound
Light - 48" 2 Tube
SKU *3204799
Reg. S53 9G

SALE $79
"
;other's Day Gifta)

Case Knives

SKU #C41P3CRU
Peg $21900

52"

SALE $1
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Your Hardware Electrical and Plumbing Professionals I

Voted Calloway County's

Favorite Hardware Store
200-206 E. Main • Murray, KY • 270-753-3361
3 Years In A Row
Hrs: hll-F 7- 5 p.m. Sat. 7-4 p.m.• www.murraysupply_net
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You've Come
A Long Way, Mister

LOOK AT IT THIS WAY..
THE SOPRANOS ENDED

THE WAY'THE IRAQ
WA2WILL END'

In the old days. real men supposedly didn't eat quiche.
Manly men didn't quilt either. But those days are so over
that you might find yourself celebrating Father's Day on
Sunday by taking dad on a jaunt to the Museum of the
American Quitters Society in Paducah.
Currently on exhibit at MAQS is something called •Four
Guys and Their Quilts.' featuring the talents of four male
award-winning quilters: John Flynn. Gerald
E. Roy, Arturo Alonzo Sandoval and Ricky
Tims. This fearsome foursome is not a
quartet that gets sand kicked in their faces
at the beach or succumbs to the taunts of
bullies in the parking lot. In fact, they easily do the heavy lifting as they hold their
own in the world of fiber arts.
John Flynn, inventor of the no-baste
machine quilting system, the Flynn Multi
Frame, is an artist and entrepreneur. The
Flynn Quilt Frame Company provides a
Main Street simple.
lightweight system used by quitters
By Constance
the
world
over to maintain proper tension
Alexander
of the fabric while stitching quilts of any
Local
size.
Columnist
C-1 0
Flynn creates fabulous quilts using hightech strategies that combine an artistic
sense with his engineering background. A resident of
Billings. Montana. he runs the business with the help of his
5004Kr:1100ns corn
courant cora/bob109
wife and daughter, and manages to make fabulous quilts that
can be seen in Paducah. and also on his Website: http://johnflynnquilts.corn.
New Hampshire resident Gerald E. Roy is also an artist.
businessman and quilt connoisseur. His love of fine art led
him to become a judge, appraiser, teacher and lecturer of
quilts. Known in the art world for his curatorial skills, he
WASHINGTON (API —
curated the Pilgrim/Roy Collection, one of the finest collecAttorney General Alberto
tions of antique quilts in America. "Robbing Peter to Pay
Paul" is one of his own .creations included in the current
Gonzales began Monday
By Laurie Kellman
exhibition. which will be on view through August 12.
doing the equivalent of stickOne of Kentucky's most original and influential artists,
ing his fingers in his ears as
Arturo Alonzo Sandoval is an iconoclast with work in museDemocrats pushed the Senate
ums and collections the world over. He uses twentieth centu- toward a symbolic vote of
ry industrial matenals, mostly recycled tapes or films, to repno confidence in him.
resent the basic elements of sky. water and landscape, while
"I am not focusing on
caploring contemporary themes relating to national and interwhat
the Senate is doing."
1141 1011.il lx)Iiiics. terrorism and the threat of nuclear disaster.
Gonzales said at a nuclear
More information about Sandoval. Professor of Art at Uniterrorism conference in
versity of Kentucky, is available at http://www.arturoart.com.
Texas native Ricky Tuns was a lover of music before he
But later in the day as it
ever discovered quilting. His lifelong passion began with
piano lessons at age 3. and blossomed into playing violin
became clear Republicans
and trumpet. and then into composing. A tornado destroyed
could kill the resolution, he
his faiiiily home and earned away most of his musical corngrew holder. Gonzales told
positions right before he finished his undergraduate degree at
reporters in Mobile. Ala.. he
Midwestern State University in Wichita Falls, Texas.
plans to stay in office until
Abandoning composition after graduation. he toured with
the end of President Bush's
two Christian musical groups and eyentualls became a freesecond term.
lance music producer Vv ith extra time on his hands, he
4111 focused on the next
decided to try quilting. A quadruple heart bypass in 2000. at
18 months and sprinting to
the age of 44. led Tims to move to Colorado to pursue his
the finish
he said.
passions for music and quilting. One quilt currently on disFrom abroad. Bush reinplay in Paducah, 'Glen Fyne Castle." is a spectacular creation of mythical proportions. For more - including the latforced the message.
est on a group rims founded called (hither, on Motorcycles
"They can have their
- - go to his Website. http://nckstims.corn
votes of no confidence, but
AP
Stabled along with quilts by the four men is something
it's not going to make the
lost. Democrats declared victhe resolution forward, but
called 'Crazy Horse." by John Flynn. The life-sized horse
determination about who
tory. Sen. Charles Schumer.
he said many of his GOP
covered in a crazy quilt design that incorporates bits of
serves in my government."
D-N.Y.. the resolution's
Montana history stands proudly in the center of the north
colleagues would not because
Bush said in Sofia. Bulgaria.
gallery 41 the museum Part of a public art project to preauthor, called the yes votes
they feared political retribuserve the historic Northern Pacific Railway Depot in Billings, the last stop on a weeklong
"a handsome margin" and
tion.
visit to Europe.
Montana. 'Crazy Horse alone IS worth the trip to Paducah.
scoffed when told that GonNot Specter.
Thirty-seven Senate
The Museum of the Amencan Quilters Society is a nonzales made clear he plans on
"Have I lost confidence in
Republicans and one indeprofit institution located in downtown Paducah. The museum
sticking around.
Attorney General Gonzales?
pendent fell in line, enough
is open sear-round Monday-Saturday. 10 a,m to 5 p.m. On
"We're going to use what- Absolutely yes." Specter said.
Sundays from April to (ktober. the hours are I - 5 p.m.
to kill the resolution on a
ever legitimate tool we can
Even before the controverAdmission fees arc $11 for adults. St) for students and for
53-314 vote. Short of the
to keep up the pressure so
sy over the Justice Departseniors tiO and over. Children under 12 are tree when
votes required to advance the
that Gonzales steps down."
ment's bungled firing of
accompanied by an adult
resolution, the Senate turned
said
Schumer
in
a
telephone
eight
federal prosecutors.
Taking photos and touching the quilts arc not allowed. but to other business.
interview. "I would still het
lawmakers of both parties
there Is nothing to deter Dad or ansone else in the family
But seven Republicans
money that Gonzales is riot
from has trig .1 great little The MAQS Chstile is wvvw.quiltcomplained that Gonzales
defied
the administration and
IlllIWUIllorg
attorney general by the time
allowed Justice to violate
voted to ads:ince the resoluBush finishes his term."
civil liberties on a host of
tion. One, Sen. Susan
Lawmakers of both parties other issues — such as by
Read Main ,Street ,,rilint• at Vs is vs murrayledgercom. ConR-Maine, became the
104 t the alummit ,hrectlt at
acknow 'edged the outcome
Implementing Bush's warrantnewest senator of her par1y.
I,n thin( rale it1?141er01 nevi ti use, anan.nei
overstated Gonzales' scant
less wiretapping program.
to call for a new attorney
support in the Senate.
What remained of the
general
"There is no confidence
goodwill toward Gonzales
fl
"I think (Gonzales') conin the attorney general on
appeared to fade when the
tinued tenure does not benethis side of the aisle." said
attorney general told the
fit the department or our
Arlen Specter of PennsylvaSenate Judiciary Committee
she
country.said
in a state1001 Simnel! Ase.• Murras, KY 42071-1().10
nia, the senior Republican on dozens of times that he did
ment
the Senate Judiciary Commit- not remember key details
Phone-1271h 753-1916• Fax 127(11 753-1927
Though their resolution
tee Specter voted to move
about the firings -- includMon. - in. 7:34) a.m. - 5 p.m.• Eliaied Sat. & Sun.
_
ing who drew up the list ot
Pub11.6.1
4.111U11.40/MIMI% LIM
(1 011
those fired.
f rt. S Ail
41114
IslamtirraN IrAimg
Senate Republicans did
I an.lvt. '1,1”-rt,1•In4
a.1.4,1Frew-rev 1..i.mr •
not defend Gonzales' conduct
4..11 1...144 mirrra,
ion Nasi4w-ms. I 1.g.sil
.• •
or even dispute Majority
I 10 01A11,•0
10 111/111111140111111Tefl'CAM 1
I n*141 1 Ars
Leader hart's Reid's assertion
tlswo1 ,q,irnunaI..,p,.
lisrrnsiorrsi. kt),.- M
that
Gonzales is "profoundly
ake
•
Kusers,
.. S4yrisgum...4a ma sr.as'Paver
unworthy"
of his post and
1.en 14.11, l'nmiortion %Er
irripet.t
mita•nnurns
"deserves to be fired."
U.S. Rep, Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
hiLauximageaua
Instead, GOP senators
2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg
Washington. D.0 20510
‘11 subitirsigursr. pus girle fl soh anre fiamor drinen hSm.. Ve441
attacked Schumer's nonbindwww house goy.whitheld
1-202-225-3115
ing resolution as a political
4lath..1 .nI aline. I misery. RV
Year sios
d CT.
device to embarrass Bush
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
pm
3 mos 6"111"
I..... A Marshall I Ailosiosillin
and force the attorney gener137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington. DC 20510
$5230
Sit /11111,1 ows,1 •Lamee ”1311.01811 Iii'
al's resignation.
www Itrn bunningebunning senate goy
1-202-224-4343
It's not Congress' job to
3104.4.A..41
ativrnosster.
Nasunlay
..kilielsnm. brit I
nheet4yr•ot. Ibe• Ihrs./ow I
041..1 %PI. Ivor. Dot Prnediesks poster pawl •
hold forth and judge a memU.S.
Sen.
McConnell
Mitch
(R-Ky.)
Wenn 11.1 P41-sru(sT1 R .1.1114 11/11111111116 1114110.11. vs. nit Ill RR 41 MOGEN A
361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington. D.C. 20510
ber of the president's cabiP11 Ni.. 111414 Norte.. Al 42071.1011)
1-202-224-2541 (Washington 01
net. said Sen. Trent Lott. RWM% 111A It ,
1 111
1,4
Laftu as ars as
raw gm nee to yr.., fst in.•
Miss.
.11111 4144 4 AP 7N5 1911%
State Rep. Melvin Henley(R-Murray)
'This is a nonbinding.
Annex
Capitol
Room
329J.
Frankton. Ky. 40601
thornrs lorkpi a Tarieft t sr. v
• Ruirta• Iwirre a Ttate. •mrsvat..” ai
irrelevant resolution proving
taew• wird N... loiftirk• Pt.. 11.....timmo mei
‘...caper. Pubereber•
melinn hentey0Irc ky gov
1-800-372-7181
wimp, 11.•
bowl
esttglos4 vs.•••••• antrindini 11.
what' Nothing." said Lon.
1 orkpre a Taw
State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
"Maybe we should he conLegislative Offices. Capitol Annex
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
sidering a vote of no confi1 -800-372- 7181

New wind in Gonzales' sail
WASHINGTON TODAY
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Our Elected Officials

Kim gra

dence on the Senate or on
the Congress for malfunction
and an inability to produce
anything."
Among the seven Republicans voting for the no-confidence resolution were four
who previously had called
for a new attorney general:
Sens. John Sununu of New
Hampshire, Gordon Smith of
Oregon, Chuck Hagel of
Nebraska and Norm Coleman
of Minnesota. Joining them
were Specter and Maine
Republicans Olympia Snowe
and Collins.
Sen. Joe Lieberman of
Connecticut. an independent
who often votes with the
Democrats, voted no.
And Sen. Ted Stevens, RAlaska. voted present. Federal agents investigating corruption in Alaska have
probed the remodeling of
Stevens' home there. Stevens
is not considered a target of
the investigation, law
enforcement officials familiar
with the probe have told the
Associated Press.
Those not voting included
Sen. John McCain. R-Ariz.,
a presidential candidate who
had called for Gonzales' resignation.
Monday's vote was not
the end of scrutiny for Gonzales -and his management of
the Justice Department.
House Democrats
announced that Gonzales'
deputy. Paul McNulty, who
has announced his resignation. would testify June 19
about his role in the finngs.
Gonzales last month said he
relied on McNulty more than
any other aide to decide
which U.S. attorneys should
he fired last year. But internal Justice Department documents showed that McNulty
was not closely involved in
picking all of those fired.
And the Justice Department's internal inspector general is investigating whether
agency officials improperly
considered the party affiliation of candidates for career
jobs there
So-called "no-confidence"
votes on members of the
executive branch arc rare, in
part because the Constitution
mandates a separation of
powers. The only way Congress can remove a presidential appointee is through
impeachment.
Majority Democrats toned
down the language in the
one-sentence resolution to
attract more support from
Republicans. It read: "It is
the sense of the Senate that
Attorney General Alberto
Gonzales no longer holds the
confidence of the Senate and
of the American people "

M
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Obituaries
Mrs. Bertha Frances Gordon

Mrs. Bertha Frances Gordon, 94, Mayfield, died Sunday, June
10, 2007, at 7:55 p.rn, at her home.
She was a member of First Baptist of Mayfield, Mayfield
Women's Club and Mentor Club.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Charles Edward
Gordon, two daughters, Janice Gordon Hendrickson and Joetta
Gordon, and her parents, Bracie Knight Sr. and Mary Yarbrough
Knight.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Fran Howard and husband,
Dr. Charles E.. Mayfield; two sons, Dr. Wendell E. Gordon and
wife, JoAnn, Benton, and GlendeII Gordon and wife,
Jane,
Smithland: one sister, Mrs. Mabel Wilcox, Largo, Fla..; one brother, Bracie Knight and wife, Glenda, Murray; son-in-law, Bob
Hendrickson, Benton; 11 grandchildren; 14 great-grandchildren.
A graveside service will be today (Tuesday) at 2 p.m. at the
Murray City Cemetery. Rev Bob Swift will officiate.
Pallbearers will be John Howard, Layne Hendrickson, Glen
Gordon, Craig Gordon, Patrick Gordon and Kenneth Gordon,
grandsons.
Brown Funeral Home of Mayfield is in charge of arrangements,
but no visitation was seheduled.
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U.S. troops mistakenly kill Afghan police at
remote checkpoint after police fired on them

KABUL. Afghanistan fisiP)
- Afghan police mistook U.S.
troops on a nighttime mission
for Taliban fighters and opened
fire on them early this morning,
prompting U.S. forces to return
fire and call in attack aircraft.
Seven Afghan police were
killed.
Gunmen on motorbikes,
meanwhile, killed two schoolgirls this morning in central
Afghanistan, as U.S.-led coalition and Afghan troops killed
more than 24 suspected Taliban
fighters during a battle in the
south on Monday, officials said.
President Hamid Karzai's
spokesman said the deaths of the
Afghan police were "a tragic
Mrs. Berlynn N.(Lynn) Tucker
incident" caused by a lack of
The funeral for Mrs. Berlynn N. (Lynn) Tucker will be today communication.
(Tuesday) at I p.m. in the Woodlawn Memorial Gardens Chapel,
"The police forces were not
Paducah. Rev. Dr. Ann Marie Montgomery and Rev. Kerry Lambert aware of the coalition's operawill officiate. Burial will follow in the Woodlawn Memorial tion," said spokesman Karim
Gardens.
Rahiini. 'The police checkpoint
Visitation will be after noon today at the Woodlawn Gardens. in the area thought that they
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrange- were the enemy, so police
ments.
opened fire on the coalition, and
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Presbyterian then the coalition thought that
Church Building Fund, 1606 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071 or the enemies were firing on them,
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens, 607 Poplar St., Murray, so they returned fire back."
KY 42071.
The commander at the
AP
Mrs. Tucker, 90, Murray, died Saturday, June 9, 2007, at 2:25 remote checkpoint in the eastern The bullet holes are seen on the back of an Afghan police truck
which was shot by U.S. forces
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
province
of
Nangarhar, in Khogyani district of Nangarhar province, east of Kabul, Afghanistan this morning. Afghan
She had worked with the United States Department of Esanullah, who goes by one
police mistook U.S. troops on a nighttime mission for Taliban fighters and opened fire on them,
Agriculture in Falmouth and also in Paducah. She has also worked name, said U.S. gunfire and helprompting
U.S. forces to return fire and call in attack aircraft, killing seven Afghan police, offiwith the United States Department of H.U.D. in Jackson. Miss., icopter rockets killed seven
cials said.
with the Social Security Administration in Louisville, and also policemen and wounded four.
worked with the Green River Area Developing District in
Maj. Chris Belcher, a
The International Committee Education Minister Mohammad
Owensboro. For most of her working life, Mrs. Tucker was the spokesman for the U.S.-led but the Americans have come to
of the Red Cross said the Hanif Atmar.
owner and manager of Office Personnel Employment Agency in coalition, said a combined coali- kill us."
Rahimi said the incident was impact of violence on civilians
In the southern Kandahar
Paducah for 14 years.
tion-Afghan
force
was being investigated and showed in Afghanistan is worse
now province, U.S.-led coalition and
A graduate of Ballard County High School and Draughn's ambushed by small arms fire
Afghan troops killed more than
Business College, Paducah, she was a charter member of the Eta Pi and rocket-propelled grenades why Karzai has repeatedly than it was a year ago.
Pierre Kraehenbuehl, the 24 suspected Taliban fighters
Kappa national sorority, Nu Chapter. She also volunteered for the from two sides while on the way called for increased cooperation
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens working with the tele- to conduct an operation against and communication between 1CRC's director of operations, during an eight-hour battle in
Afghan and international troops, said fighting between armed Shah Wall Kot in southern
phone reassurance program for eight years. She was a member of a suspected Taliban safe house.
which
would also help solve the opposition groups and the Kandahar province, the coaliFirst Presbyterian Church.
"Afghan and coalition forces
Preceding her in death were her husband, Lowell Kenneth took incoming fire and they ongoing problem of civilian Afghan army supported by tion said today. The troops were
international forces had intensi- ambushed by militants, who
Tucker. in 1984, and one brother, Bishop Northington. Born July responded to it," Belcher said. casualties in Afghanistan.
In Nangarhar province in fied significantly in the south retreated after several of their
29, 1916, in LaCenter, she was the daughter of the late Roscoe The forces called in air support,
March - the same province of and east of the country since fighters were killed. A force of
Owen Northington and Ethel Ewell Northington.
he said.
today's
police shootings - 19 2(X* and was spreading to the some 30 Taliban later attacked
Survivors include one son, Lowell Kenneth (Kenny) Tucker Jr.
A policeman at the remote
the same coalition convoy, who
and wife, Judy. Murray; one grandson, Kevin Lowell Tucker and checkpoint said police called out civilians were killed and 50 north and west.
"Civilians suffer horribly called in airstrikes on a comwife. Erin, and one great-grandchild, Owen Wade Tucker, all of for the approaching U.S. forces wounded by U.S. Marines
Special Operations Forces who from mounting threats to their pound and a vehicle, killing
Paducah; special friends. The Glenn Vanderpool Family, Bowling to halt.
fired on civilians while speeding security," such as increasing "over two dozen enemy fightGreen.
"I thought they were Taliban, away from the site of a suicide numbers of
roadside bombs,sui- ers," the coalition said.
and we shouted at them to stop, bomb attack, casualties that cide attacks
and airstrikes, he
Violence has spiked in
David H. Jones
but they came closer and they sparked angry protests and said in
a statement. In central Afghanistan in recent weeks.
A memorial service for David H. Jones will be at Trinity Full opened fire," said Khan denunciations
of the U.S. pres- Logar province, gunmen on two More than 2,300 people have
Gospel Church tonight (Tuesday) at 7. Rev. Willard Beasley will Mohammad, one of the policeence there.
motorbikes opened fire on stu- died in insurgency-related vioofficiate. Visitation will be at the church after 3 today (Tuesday).
men at the post. "I'm very
A U.S. military commander dents leaving an all-girls school, lence this year, according to an
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. is in charge of arrangements.
angry. We are here to protect the later determined
that the killing two schoolgirls and Associated Press count based on
Mr. Jones, 54, Village Road, Benton, died Saturday, June 9, Afghan government and help
Marines used excessive force.
wounding six others, said U.S., NATO and Afghan figures.
2007. at 6:10 p.m. at Village Road and Village Park Drive. Benton. serve the Afghan government,
His death was from injuries sustained in a motorcycle accident.
A carpenter, he was a member of Trinity Full Gospel Church.
Studies show that reading \
Preceding him in death were his father, R.H. Jones, his mother.
Dottie Lou Sirls Jones, and two sisters. Robbie Lou Jones and Cora
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
PITTSBURGH (AP)- Fire' when firefighters arrived around
Morel! Jones.
Survivors inClude his wife, Mrs. Charlotte Booker Jones; two swept through a three-story 1:20 a.m., officials said.
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
sons, Christopher Jones, Murray. and David Cory Jones. Benton; home early this morning killing
Police were looking for the
newspaper and expand your mind
two daughters, Mrs. Tara Gass, Benton, and Mrs. Crystal Gongora, five young children believed to baby sitter who apparently was
Springfield, Ark.; one brother, Terry Jones, and one sister, Carol have been under a baby-sitter's supposed to have
with a world of information.
been watching
Jones. both of Benton; seven grandchildren.
care at the time, authorities said. the children, said Pittsburgh
The victims, ages 2 to 7, were police spokeswoman Diane
all found on the second floor. Richard. Authorities said as
Two other children were taken to many 12 people from two famihospitals; their conditions were lies may have been living in the
not immediately released.
home.
Flames were shooting from
The blaze also spread to a
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. the blanket and jeopardize the
(API - Space shuttle Atlantis' spacecraft or the lives of astro- all three floors of the building in nearby vacant building, officials
he city's East Liberty section said.
astronauts will get to enjoy the nauts. But they worried it might
Investments Since 1854
prosts as of 9 a.m.
view from space for a few extra cause some damage that would
days.
require repairs on the ground.
Don Jones hid. Avg. -.13353.2 • 71.8
Intel
22.00 + 0.07
NASA managers decided
With three additional shuttle
Air Products.....-.-..78.72 • 0.44
Monday to extend Atlantis' mis- flights to the space station
29.60 • 030
Krogersion to the international space planned this year. NASA can't
AT&T,,....,.....,...,,.,,.,..39,94 • 0.18
Mattel
76.04 • 0.29
station from 11 to 13 days. They afford delays. During the repair.
BB&T
...--........41.58 • 0.14
McDonalds
51.62 + 0.37
wanted enough time to squeeze an astronaut will probably reach
Briggs & Stratton ...........31.47 .0.02
Merck
C0.53 • 032
in an extra spacewalk so astro- the blanket, located near
Bristol Myers Squibb
21187 - 0.31
Mkrosoft.--.---_29.88
.....
- 0.14
nauts can repair a wayward ther- Atlantis' tail, by attaching himCaterpillar .........
• 0.53
76.80'030
J.C. Penney
mal blanket near the shuttle's self to the end of the shuttle's
(In rim Texaco Corp 80.80.036
tail that peeled back during robotic arm and boom.
Pepsico. I c,.,..,,.,.,....,.....,.66.t6 + 0.12
Daimler Chrysler
88.39 - 0.23
launch Friday.
No decision had been made
Pfizer,
.....-26.22 -0.15
Dean Foods
1.46
l.01
Engineers at Johnson Space on whether the loosened blanRegions Financial
1438 • 116
Fxxon•%tobil
11236 - 0.70
Center already were practicing ket. covering a 4-by-6-inch area
-0.20
techniques on mock-ups to use over a pod for engines, will be
Ford Motor ..... ...........8.42 + 0.02
Holding
Sears
_.175.26
Corp
- 1.02
for the blanket repair. The ther- repaired during a previously
General 1.1 k..,.37.30 • 0.16
X
Time V4anier .....,...,
20.55 • 0.06
mal blankets are used to protect planned third spacewalk or a
General Motors
31!A • 0.27
ihe shuttle from searing heat fourth, extra one.
IS Bancorp ......._............34.08 • 0.22
G141koSmithkline ADR -31.99 .0.43
"We think that if ... we can
during re-entry into Earth's
UST
671 .0,44
Monis wootew Poicit
C
foie
___5637 .0,27
GOodrich
atmosphere.
secure it somehow, we don't
WellPoint Inc
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"It was a 100 percent consen- have to worry about that blanket
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Vial-Mart _.-.___.49.58 .0.23
HopFecl Bank* ......--15.66 K 16.00 4
sus that the unknowns of the anymore.- Shannon said.
IBM
102.71 • 031
The rest of the shuttle
engineering analysis and the
potential damage ... under the appeared to be in fine shape.
blanket was unacceptable and Shannon said.
Mission Control on Tuesday
we should go in and fix it if we
/41 YOUR tOCAZ NEWS RACK
Financial Consultants (1.4)
could," said John Shannon. planned to begin remotely
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
chairman of the mission man- unfolding a pair of solar arrays,
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
which two astronauts helped
agement team.
270-7513366 I 800-4441854
TO puce AV/ AD 17010A/E.
Engineers didn't think the install on the international space
intense heat generated by re- station during a spacewalk
entry could burn through the Monday.
"aLP5I
"17
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Astronauts will get extra
days in space to repair ship
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Murray Independent School District plans Seventh
Annual All Class Reunion scheduled for July 7

SI

If
Three+Three Family Night
will be at the County Fair

Three+Three Family Night at the CalPlans have been finalized
loway County Fair will be Wednesday, June
for the Murray Independent
20, starting at 6 p.m. If You bring six
School Distnct Seventh Annunonperishable food goods you will get into
al All Class Reunion Saturday.
the fair free and receive three dollars off
July 7, from 10 a.m. to 2:30
the purchase of an arm band, a six dolp.m.
lar savings.
Held at the Murray Middle
Another special treat on family night
School ((lid Murray High
will be gospel singing at the Fair Grounds
School), die esent features a
in the Pole barn from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.,
summertime salad and sandwich
sponsored by Glory Bound Christian EnterJo's
bullet to attendees for $9 per
Ministries.
person
Datebook tainment
donation
All
s of food will go to MurRoy Weatherly. MISD alumBy Jo Burkeen
ray Calloway County Need Line, a comni director, said in addition to
Community
munity and church cooperative ministry.
all MISD friends and alumni
Editor
An average of 675 boxes of food per month
the MHS classes of '47, '52,
goes out to families in need at Need Line.
S7 and '62 are also having
Tonta Casey, Need Line director, said, "Come and have
individual reunions in conjuncfun, enjoy the music, spend time with your family and save
tion with the All Class Reunion.
six dollars and support your local food bank all on three+three
We invite all interested Murnight."
ray alumni and friends to join
us for the annual event," he
will meet
said. -The invitation is extendCalloway County High School Based Decision Making Couned to all former students And
cil will meet Wednesday at 3:45 p.m. in the media center.
their families, former students
and their families,former teachCalloway Democrats will meet
ers. friends and supporters of
Photo provided
Murray High School."
Calloway County Democratic Party will meet Thursday at
Murray High School graduates and members of the MISD All Class
Reunion Planning 5 p.m. at the Calloway Public
Weatherly said this yearly Committee. from
Library. Preparations for the
left, Nelson Shroat, Kay Ray, Sally Alexander, Roy Weatherly, J.W. Cathey
Jefferson-Jackson Day Dinner on June 21 will be discussed.
event has proved successful
and Jeannie Talent Key, recently met and finalized plans for the upcoming
Murray Independent All Democrats are invited. For more information contact, David .
through the years and provides
Ramey, county chairman, at 759-9905.
a summer meeting of Murray School District Seventh All Class Reunion. Saturday, July 7
alums to re-connect. -The pop- new people who trasel back we proudly proclaim our 'tralowing an MISD alumni proularity of the event seems to for this. A common camaraderie dition of excellence', that dates gram
Martin's Chapel event planned
in the MMS auditorium
grow each summer as more is evident among these folks back to 1872, when the first
Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church will be open
that begins at 11:30 a.m.
and more Murray alums return as they share a bond of our Murray High School was built
Wednesd
ay from 2 to 5 p.m. for fellowship, prayer and viewLunch reservations can be
to their high school days to ctinununity and the education- by a group of citizens conmade by contacting Roy Weath- ing the special history book. Featured will be a DVD and also
share their memories of pride. al roots that define our school cerned about the education of erly,
Murray Alumni Associa- a new weekly white elephant sale.
tradition and excellence that system." Weatherly .added.
young people.'
tion. c/o Murray Independent
spans over 100 years of hisWeatherly said this year's
Registration will be held School District, 208 South 13th SS representative to be at library
tory with our school system." reunion activities marks a sig- from 10 to11:15 a.m in the St.,
A representative of the Social Security Administration will
Murray, Ky.., 42071. For
he said
nificant milestone for the MISD. MMS Atrium. A salad and sand- more
information, contact be at the Calloway Public Library Thursday from 10:30 a.m.
"We began this in 2000 and 'Our district celebrates a 135 wich buffet will he held in the Weatherl
y at 759-1795 or Kay to 12:30 p.m. to assist persons in filing forms. For informait %reins each yeas we reach year annicersary this year and MMS cafeteria at noon fol- Ray
tion call 1-800-772-1213.
at 753-5851.

CCHS Council

Summer In the Park has food and special events

this is the lath scar for
the Summer In the Park
feeding Program. the program is
sponsored
hy the
USDA and
the Department ol
Education
It is a
super
chance for
children
and youth
to have a
By
nutritious
Ginny Harper meal at
Calloway
lunch tune
County Agent from June
for 4-H/Youth 4 to July
Development
27. Thi
program is
La.: Muted by Calloway
County 4-11 And the Family
Resource Centers at Murray

r
114.1
1
bk.
gilkaair
Extension
Notes

and Calloway. Intern Courtney Cook is running the
program daily. The Murray
City Schools are providing
the meals.
A constant weekly menu
is available for jhe program
this year. Miraday is turkey
wrap. Tuesday ts chef salad,
Wednesday is ham and
cheese sandwich. Thursday is
hot dogs and Friday is club
sub l'aMIIICS are encouraged
to call to sign up for the
program so enough food will
be available. This is a tree
feeding program.
'Numerous educational
and fun attractions will he
asailable throughout the summer.- said. l'ourtney (.isok
Summer Intern with the
Summer In the Park
gratli
June II s'. is
Chicken I)

Murray

LASER
L.:enter
Laser Han Removal
Leg & Face Veins • Skin Discolorations
Facial Rejuvenabon
(

270) 761-4999
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aVOlatet
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Cevte,
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• Hearing Tests
•'Hearing Aids
• Service
• Batteries

music fun with rsiemorial
Baptist youth. June 12. Calloway County Soil Conservation will present Soil Fun
and Food. Layers of the
Earth. it will be fun and
messy. Julie I 3. there will
be Puppets from Memorial
Baptist Church. June 14, will
be Dancing in the Park with
Calloway County High
School Dance Team. June
15. Swimming and Health
Rocks with Calloway County
4-H from 1 to 4 p.m. June
18. there will he Limbo and
Music with Memorial Baptist
Youth. June 19, the Humane
Society will hasc a special
program On June 20.
Memorial Baptist Youth will
present Puppets Show Every
other Friday Swimming will
he available.
-The summer will he
loaded with comment and
good food. The Murray City
Schools are the supplier of
these meals It is going to
he a great summer smiles,
Doris Clark-Parham -This
program has grown each
year and it is a sate place
foe children and families. I
know this is going to be . the
hest year yet."
Summer In the Park
feeding Program I
June 4 through July 27.
there is a free lunch meal in
the Chestnut Park from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. There will be
supervised play from II am
to I p m. Youth under nine
need to be accompanied by
an adult. Children and youth
2 to 19 are welcome to partitipaic nus program is
sponsored by the U.S.
Department of Education

Food and School Nutrition.
City of Murray and MurrayCalloway County Parks and
Recreation. Call Ginny Harper at 293-1558 or the
Michelle Hansen at 762-7333
for more information.
Upcoming 4-H events:
— Geology Rock Box
Work Out from 3:30 to
p.m. at the Extension Office
with Dr. Durward Beatty.
— Horse Judging. Hippo,ogy and Horse Bowl Teams
depart for Lexington for
State Competition on June
II to 14.
— Geology and Geocaching Camp Out at Piney
at Land Between the Lakes
June 14-15.
-- Livestock Judging Team
June 18-20 Competition in
Lexington at State Contest.
— Calloway County Fair
June 16-23 Come and be a
part of the excitement!
The Calloway County
Eitension Service is open
Monday to Friday from 8
a.m. to noon and I to 4:30
p.m. The Calloway County
4-H Council is an agency of
the Murray Calloway County
United iltty.
Educational programs of
the Kentucky Cooperative
Extension Service serve all
people regardless of race,
color. age, sex, religion, disability. or national origin.
University of Kentucky, Kentucky State University; U.S.
Department of Agriculture,
and Kentucky counties. cooperating. Disabilities accommodated with prior notification.

MHS class plans reunion
%Uttar, SA.,nr {4(

We oiler the world's my,'
advanced digital hearing aids

Present this advertisement
save up to 3000 OFF
manufacturer's retail price!

Call Today 270-753-8055
Toll Free 1-800-949-5728

STONE-LANG CO
HEARING REHABILITATION

210 South 12th St. • Murray
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Murray High School Class
of 1487 has scheduled its 20),ear reunion on Friday, Aug
II. and Saturday, Sept 1
Snyone with information
concerning the current Iota

lions of 1987 graduates are
asked to e-mail Amy Long
McDowell at amy.mcdowellemurray.losi:hools.us with
updated information.

Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars of Murray will meet 7
Thursday at 7 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce conference room. For information contact David
Foley at 753-5822.

TOPS to meet Thursday
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter ^69
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
Public Library. The meeting is open to the public. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

WOW Lodge to Meet Thursday

Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 will meet Thursday at
6 p.m. at Ryan's Steak House.

Veterans will be given assistance

Veterans and their families will be given free counseling
and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits
Wednesday from 9 a.m. to noon at the National Guard Armory,
Highway 121 North, Murray. Ron McClure. regional field representative of Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs, will
give the assistance. For information call 1-877-812-0840.

Reservations due today
Advance reservations for the Hazel Alumni Association's
60th annual reunion on June 16 at 6 p.m. at the family life
center of Hazel Baptist Church are due today. Hazel Woman's
Club will provide the buffet.

Eastern Star Chapter will meet

Murray Star Chapter 433 Order of the Eastern Star will
meet tonight at 7:30 p.m at the lodge hall.

Alzheimer's Group will meet
Alzheimer's Disease Education/Support Group will meet
today at 4:30 in the board room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Genie May. experienced adult day care coordinator
will present the program on "Creative Humor - How to Redirect Challenging Behaviors." For information call Cindy Ragsdale. LSW. at 762-1108.

Cooking range needed for family

Sam Hunt, director of The Den of the Murray Youth Ser—
vices Center at Murray High School, has issued a need for
a
standard size kitchen range for a family with two children.
Anyone having one to donate please call The Den at 7536565. The hours of The Den at MHS are 8:30 a.m. to 3:30
p.m., Monday through Friday.

CCMS Council will meet

Calloway County Middle School Based Decision
Making
Counc-il will have a special called meeting today at 3 in
the
media center.

Hazel Committee will meet

A meeting of the Hazel Celebration Committee will
be
tonight at 6.30 at the Hazel City Hall. Any resident
or business owner interested in participating is encouraged
to attend.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday

Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7 10 at First United
Methodist
Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near
the playground The only requirement is that
there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or
mend

Plan Ahead.
It'c pot lust your horne, its an
investment. Make sure your home
is properly protected with
Homeowner's insurance from
Shelter. A little planning can go a
long way. Call us today.

task Romaine
105 N. 12th Si
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033

Post 6291 will meet Thursday

Bingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo Tuesday
from 6:30
to 9 p m. at the building at 332 Squire
Rd., Murray, KY
42071 Funds from the Bingo help support
local, national and
international chanties For more information call
293-7061

TOPS Group will meet
I

Tops Ky 623 Chapter will meet today at 5:30 at the
Weaks ',immunity Center Weigh-in will be
from 5 to 5:30
p m For information call Tracey at 227-5874
.

Murray Singles will meet

Seek Shelter Today'
......helrenresmanoi com

Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
at 7
Calloway County Public Library. For informati p.m. at the
on call Pat at
4119-2909 or Mike at 293-6043.
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Fundraiser for Purchase Area
Center scheduled for July 20
PADUCAH, Ky. — A fundraiser for the
Purchase Area Sexual Assault Center will be
Friday, July 20, at 7 p.m. at the Luther F.
Carson Four Rivers Performing Arts Center.
This will be the third annual "Men Who
Cook" and presented by Linden Plantations
And Wagner Wine and Spirits.
Featured will be Hawaiian themecl dishes
and desserts, as well as drinks, the music of
the Cuisers and dancing.

This year's featured will include client art
work to be purchased via a live auction.
To be a chef, contact LeAnne Garland at
Igarland!psacky.org.
For tickets contact PASAC at 1-270-5354422 or visit Linden Plantations, Lone Oak
Road, or Wagner Wine and Spirits, New Holt
Road., on or after June 18.
To be a corporate sponsor contact Jennifer
Wyatt at Linden Plantations at 1-270-554-8999.

.2rinouncemen1
Kaylebb Zachary Haws
Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. Haws of Pleasant Hill
Drive, Almo, are the parents of a son, Kaylebb
Zachary Haws, born on Saturday, May 12,
2007, at 12:10 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds 2 ounces and
measured 20 inches. The mother is the former

Tiffany L. Cappello. A deceased brother is
Christian Angel Haws.
Grandparents are Roger and Crystal Edwards
of Almo and Karen L. Haws of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Dr. Paul S. and Rolene
B. Cain of Pennington Gap, Va., and Maria
Owens of Syracuse, N.Y.

Photo provided

Dr. Matthew Price, right, is pictured with the resident physicians who attended theJapanes
Society of Obstetrics arid Gynecology International meeting in Kyoto, Japan.

Price attends meeting in Japan
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FLAG PRESENTED: Woodmen of the World Lodge 827 of Murray recently presented an
American Flag to Fern Terrace Lodge of Murray for their community room. The presentation
was made by Lodge 827 member Mark Anderson, Lodge 827 President Mike Faihst, Youth
Lodge 817 Andrew Anderson, and Fern Terrace resident Lucile DeCurte. If you or your nonprofit organization is in need of American flags contact Woodmen of the World Lodge 827 at
753-2267.

Dr. Matthew Price attended the Japanese
Society fof Obstetrics and Gynecology International meeting held April 11-17 in Kyoto, Japan.
One of 10 resident physicians from across
the United States selected to represent the
American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Price presented a lecture on oral contraceptive pills to OB/Gyn physicians from Japan
and international attendees from Asia, Europe
and North America.
Chosen to represent District V of the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecolo-

gists, Price was selected from physicians in
Kentucky, Ohio, Missouri,.Indiana and provinces
of Canada.
Dr. Douglas Laube, president of the American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology, led
the international exchange group from the Untied
States.
DT. Price is the son of Richard and Rita
Price of Murray, Ky. He is currently a resident at the University of Louisville School of
Medicine.

Need Line lists special needs
Need Line has issued a lists
of items needed to replenish
the pantry for the clients. They
are spinach, turnip greens,
sauerkraut, salmon, beef stew,
Jiffy corn muffin mix, pancake mix and syrup for the
pantry: eggs and bread for freezer/cooler; dish liquid, diapers
size 4 and 5, shampoo, sani-

tary pads, deodorant and bath
tissue for personal hygiene and
cleaning supplies; and large
brown paper bags. These items
may be taken to the Need Line
building at 638 South Fourth
St., Murray, between 10 a.m.
and 4 p.m., Monday through
Friday. For information call
753-6333.

Angels Attic changes hours
Angels Attic will now be
open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Saturday. The
attic is striving to make the
donation process for all those
who support the efforts on

behalf of Angels Clinic easier. Donations are accepted at
the back door of Angels Attic.
The access road off Arcadia
has been re-opened.
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HELPING HANDS: Woodmen of the World Lodge 728 members joined hands with Morgan
Rudolph and Kace Rudolph, front row, members of North Elementary Girl Scout Troop 1982
to present food to Need Line. Lodge members, back row, from left are Dot McNabb, Layonia
Rowland, Brooks Rose. Dot Bazzell, Wally Miller and luta Hutson

Great gift ideas for Father's Day
relationship over time.
— Masculine Picture FrameFrame a special photograph in
masculine
frame
that
a
Dad/Grandpa will be proud to
display on their wall or desk
at home or office. For more
meaning. pair the photograph
with a great sentiment, either
purchased or written by an
older child.
— Advice Journal- As we
grow older, what we remember from Dad's and Grandpa's
is the lessons they taught. Give
them a blank journal where
they can write these great lessons or advice down on paper.
Dad or Grandpa can then give
this gift back to their children
on a significant life occasion,
such as a child's graduation
or wedding. What a wonderful life guide to take with them
as they start life on their own.
-- Framed Portrait- Have
children draw a portrait of
Dad/Grandpa and have it matted and framed. Perhaps they
can add words that describe

them as well: awesome, strong,
brave etc.. Dad/Grandpa will see
themselves through the eyes of
a child.
— Brag Book- Fill a brag
book full of Dad/Grandpa's
favorite pictures. Make it easy
for them to carry with them.
An especially nice gift for
Grandpa's at distance. Dad's
who travel frequently or are
stationed overseas.
— An Interview Card- Compile a list of 20 questions to
ask a child about their
Dad/Grandpa. Examples would
include: What is the best time
you remember spending with
Daddy' How does Daddy make
you laugh? Record their
answers- they will be sweet.
funny, insightful and a lot of
fun to read!
— A Keepsake Box- Help
Dad and Grandpa keep their
memories together. Purchase a
special box that can store the
annual cards and notes they
receive. One day it will make
for a wonderful read.

195,00

copies each month

Absolutely no other local publication
can offer you the reach of the
Murray Ledger & Times!

Don't settle for less!
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Move over ties, sock and
athletic gear. there is real heart
and memories in these great
gifts children can give Daddy
and Grandpa for Father's Day
this year.
— Start a Father's Day Journal- Buy a spiral bound notebook or blank journal. Have
the child/children make an entry
into the notebook each year
for Father's Day. The entry
might start with an infant's
handprint and grow to little
drawings and finally real
expressions of love as the child
gets older. Store the journal in
a safe place so it can easily
be retrieved from year to year.
— Start a Father's Day
Photo Album- Start with an
empty photo album. Each
Father's Day take a photograph
with Daddy/Grandpa and child.
For a real comparison try to
stage the picture in the same
location each year. Another
wonderful way to keep everything in one place. The pictures will tell a story of the
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looklegBack
IS years age
Dr Jack Rose was named Citizen of the Year for 1997 at the
70th annual banquet of the Murray -t'alloway County Chamber of
C0111111CfCC banquet at Murray State

University Presenting the honor
was Murray State University Ptesistent Kern Alexander, 1996 Citizen of the Year Also honored
were Jim and Judy Stabler as
Agriculturists of the Year
Knstine Mikan& was crowned
queen of Calloway C'ounty Fair

Staff Photographer David Hill.
Kent Forrester of Murray was
one of five artists and craftsmen
honored by exhibitors and visitors to the 11th Kentucky Guild
by

of Artists and Craftsmen's Fair
held at Berea.
Elected as officers for 197778 school year for the Southwest
Calloway Elementary School Parent-Teacher Club were Max Park-

in the contest held at Murray State
rniversity Lovett auditorium. Kea
1 WIC Greer was first runner-up
And Shanna Tiffany Rogers as sec-

ond runner-up
Births reported include a boy
to liniothy and Amanda Allen.
May 16. a boy to William R and
Lisa Gafford, June 6. a girl to
Amy and DORIlle Balentine, June
8
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Cal-

loway County Clerk Teresa Rushing and Shenff J D Williams reading off votes for state superintendent of public. instruction from
the voting machine located in the
si,urthouse as part of the recounts
requested by Roger Noe. runnerup for Democratic nunimation in

the May primary The Phu"' as
by Staff Photographer Donna Newcomb
The ('enter for EcOISOMIC Education at Murray Stall UrtiVerS1ty has received a $10,000 grant
troni Peoples first Corporation of
Paducah
Births reported include a boy
ti, Paula And John Cathey and a
boy to Tammy and Keith Roach,
June 7

30 years ago
Published is an aerial picture
showing the improvements arid
addition to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital The photo was

er, president. Joan Brun, vice president. Ann Hole, secretary, and
Dian Westerman, treasurer
40 years ago
Joe Dick has been elected as
president of the Bank of Murray.
according to Luther Robertson.
chairman of the board of directors He will assume his duties
on July I For the past 15 months.
Dick has been associated with the
Liberty National Bank & Trust
Company of Louisville.
Linda Hams, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs Marvin Harris. and Rita
Ryan. daughter of Mr and Mrs.
Charles Ryan. all of Murray. are
both on the staff of the Baptist
Assembly at Ridgecrest. N.C.. for
the summer They are members
of First Baptist Church.
Mr and Mrs. Henry Lovett Sr
were married 60 years June 4

SO years ago
County roads were descobed
as -Hard Hit- after observing damage of the heavy rainfall on tune
9. according to John Ramsey. county road commissioner The rain
was reported to be from 3 to 5
inches
Murray State University Farm
and 1 D Downs of Murray have
been elected to membership in the
American Angus Association at
St. Joseph. Mo.
Mrs. Barletta A Wrather. Calloway county home demonstration
Agent, is attending an "Equipment
Workshop" at the University of
Kentucky, Lexington

COM16/ FEATURES
Travel after graduation puts
teens on road to discovery
DEAR ABBY:Although this
seldom happens. I disagree
with your response to "Worried Sick in Pflugerville, Texas'
(April 18). Her 18-year-old
daughter, 'Cameron,' wants to
make a road trip from Texas
to California after her graduation.
the
By
my
time
daughter
graduated
from high
school and
turned IS,
had
she
already been
working for
Deir ANN two
years
had
and
By Abigail
bought her
Van Buren
own car. I
was a single parent, and she
had also helped with the rent.
groceries and utilities -- and
still managed to graduate with
a 3.9 GPA. She went to San
Francisco, Chicago and Las
Vegas that summer after graduation -- then returned home.
got her own apartment, and continued working at the same
grocery store another two years
before deciding her career path.
When our children turn 18,
they are (by law) adults, and
should not have to answer to
their parents about their vacation plans. If parents have
placed some responsibility on
their children's shoulders while
growing up, they usually have
their feet firmly planted on
the ground by the time they
are IS.

Todaylnillstory
Today's Highlight in History
On June 12, 1987. President
Reagan. during a visit to the divided German city of Berlin. publicly challenged Soviet leader

York. fortnerly the Dutch settlement of New Amsterdam
In 1776, Virginia's colonial legislature became the first to adopt
A Bill of Rights
In Iwo. Philippine nationalists declared independence from
Spain
In 1939. the National Baseball

klikhad Gorbachev to "tear down
this wall"
On this date
In 1665. England installed a
municipal government an New

dedicated in Cooperstown. N Y
In 1957, bandleader Jimmy
Dorsey died in New York at age
53

By lb. Misdated Prem
Today is Tuesday. June 12. the
163rd day of 2007 There are 202
days left in the year
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most notoriously expensive productions. **Cleopatra," staffing Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burton and
Rex Harrison. opened in New

York
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In 1963, civil rights leader
Medgar Evers was fatally shot in
front of his home in Jackson.
Miss . he was 37 (In 1994, Byron
f/e l.a Beckwith was convicted
of murdering Evers and sentenced
t,, life in prison, he died in 2001.)
In 1963, one of Hollywood's
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Mom should untie those
apron strings and allow
Cameron to shine with the lessons she taught her. -- DIANA,
HELENA.MONT.
DEAR DIANA: Call me
overly cautious, but I was surprised at the number of people who wrote in support of
'Cameron's" road trip -- even
including some handy tips.
Read on:
DEAR ABBY: There comes
a time when grown adults need
to discover the world on their
own terms. Our country is
waiting to be discovered! There
is so much to see.
Your advice about taking
friends along was a good one.
But instead of being worried,
that mother should help her
daughter plan it out -- from
road maps, to emergency kits,
to learning how to change a
tire. 'Worried' can allay her
fears if she teaches her daughter one last lesson: how to be
prepared for the adventure of
a lifetime. -- CINCINNATI TO
CALIFORNIA
DEAR ABBY: "Cameron"
will learn more about her country and the good people who
make it up. She will also be
exposed to new careers, climates, geography and, yes,
adventures. While all parents
worry when a child first leaves
the nest, this could be the kind
of experience that will make
"Cameron' more self-sufficient
and ready for the real world.
Denying such a trip for
'safety's sake' is the same as
never crossing the street
because of 'those dangerous
cars.' A life never lived is a
life lost. -- READER IN
BRECKENRIDGE. COLO.
DEAR ABBY: As a teen.
I understand her daughter perfectly. After graduating from
high school, many people take
road trips. It's a liberating,
experience.
coming-of-age
Besides, it will teach her how
to become independent. And I
don't know why anyone would
want to take that away from
her. I hope "Worried Sick"
realizes that you gotta let go
sometimes. -- SAN FRANCISCO TEEN
DEAR ABBY: "Cameron's"
parents should do as mine did
the first time I set off: Make
sure she gets an AAA membership. It offers maps. travel
guides. and hotel and camping guides that arc invaluable.
Insist she has her car checked
out, and deal with any problems before she goes. Talk a
little about safety -- what to
do in certain situations, and
what to do if she gets tired
on the road. If she doesn't
have a cell phone, she should
get one.
They have raised a young
woman who is bold, confident
and ready to face the world
on her terms. Now it's time
to be supportive of her and
very proud of themselves! -FEMALE TRAVELER IN
FLORIDA
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Overmedication a disaster
waiting to happen
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have "Mental and Substance Abuse."
would like
a friend who takes Xanax in Other readers who
a long,
send
should
copy
'a
and
time
a
at
doses
10
five to
envestamped
,
self-addressed
making
drinks beer with it,
PO
him very annoying. He shrugs lope and $2 to Newsletter,
44092.
OH
Wickliffe,
167,
Box
it."
in
harm
it off as "no
He also says taking six to Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
pain
10
relievers 64 years old and have gained
the some weight. I weigh 247
(over
counter or pounds. Most of the weight
prescription) has gone to my stomach. I
with aceta- am 51 inches around my waist.
minophen When I bend over to tic my
will not do shoes. I lose-'my breath. I have
liver done exercises.
any
My stomach gets very hard.
damage as
When I eat watermelon at
he
as
long
Dr. Gott doesn't night, the stomach goes down
drink alco- soft, but the weight is still
By
with there. What do you recomDr Peter Gott hol
mend?
them.
DEAR READER: You
I say he is doing more
harm taking 10 acetaminophen seem to be an ideal candidate
tablets at one time than tak- for my no-flour, no-sugar diet.
ing the recommended dose and I'm sending you a copy oj.
my book. Other readers who
drinking a couple of beers.
DEAR READER: Your would like to purchase "Dr.
friend is a walking time bomb. Gott's No Flour, No Sugar Diet"
He is not only taking too much can do so from most bookXanax, but he is overdosing stores or online at www.amawith dangerous levels of acet- zon.com or www.barnesandnoaminophen as well. Xanax can ble.com.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I read
be addictive, and excessive
doses of acetaminophen will your column with interest but
cause liver damage that can often feel unable to try out
be fatal. Certainly his beer the suggested remedies because
consumption is inappropriate they are not specific. POT
instance, when using castor oil
as well.
Your friend needs to address for arthritis pain, do you ingest
these problems now before per- it? If so, how much? How do
manent brain and liver dam- you add the Certo to grape
age sets in. I'd start by involv- juice? I'd certainly like to try
ing his doctor, who is respon- these remedies.
DEAR READER: CastX
sible for providing the prescriptions. Someone has to blow oil is rubbed into the skin ovti'
the whistle to get your friend the affected joints. Certo cornea.
straightened out before his in a liquid form and is conj.:
bined with grape juice (I table*,
health is jeopardized.
To give you related infor- spoon Certo in 8 ounces purmation. I am sending you a ple grape juice one to three
copy of my Health Report times a day).
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South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
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•A K 1 10
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The bidding:
North East
West
South
Pass
1•
Pass
2 NT
4•
Pass
Opening lead ---- queen of diamonds.
Declarer occasionally arrives at a
position where it does not mailer
whether a crucial finesse is successful, because whether it wins or loses,
he is certain to make thc contract.
Consider the present deal where
West leads a diamond,dummy's king
losing to East's ace. A diamond
return is taken by West, who shills to
a club. After taking East's queen with
the ace, how should declarer proceed"
The outcome appears to hint on
the location of thc two missing
queens in spades and hearts Finesses

against both queens are available,
since declarer has the A-K-1 of both
suits. However, South has no way of
knowing whether either finesse, if
attempted, will win. Then, too, there
is the matter that with nine spades in
the combined hands, the normal way
to piay the suit is to cash the A-K and

geed policy to avoid
a finesse or pay for a drop if there is
an alternative approach that offers a
better chance of success. Accordingly, before committing himself in
either suit, South first strips
dummy's hand and his own of diamonds and clubs. After caching the
ace of trumps, he ruffs a diamond in
dummy,then cashes the king ofclubs
and ruffs a club in dummy.
The stage is now set for the crucial play. Declarer leads a trump and
finesses the ten after East follows
low. South does not know whether
the finesse will succeed, but he does
know that, win or lose, he will make the contract.
lithe ten wins, as it does in the
actual deal, he acquires his 10th trick
right away. If the ten loses because
West started with Q-s of trumps, the
contract is equally certain, because
West must yield the game-going trick
whatever he returns: A heart return
goes right into South's A-1-8, while a
diamond or club return allows
declarer to ruff in dummy arid di,
card a heart from his hand

Tomorrow: Paradise found.
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COLLEGE WORLD SERIES

Eight is Great
LOUISVILLE AMONG LAST EIGHT STANDING

TIM EASLEY / AP
Louisville's Logan
Johnson is congratulated by teamMates after scoring one of his
team-high
four
runs in their 20-2
victory over Oklahoma State Sunday. The Cardinals
will play Rice University Friday at 2
p.m.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The Tshirt had been sitting in the back of
Zack Pitts' closet for a while, a relic
from a baseball camp he attended at
Louisville one summer during high
school.
Black with a big red 'L' and a baseball on the front and the phrase "Destination Omaha" written in white on
the back, Pitts wore it for some time,
then put it away when it got too small
for his 6-foot-3 frame. Pius said he
didn't wonder about the ambitious motto
on the back until after he signed with

the Cardinals a couple of years ago.
"Thinking about it, you're like 'Destination Omaha'? Louisville's never won
a game in a regional, who'd have
thought they could go to Omaha," the
junior pitcher said.
Nobody, really. Not even the Cardinals, at least not until the giddy final
out of their super regional clinching
20-2 win over Oklahoma State on Sunday. Suddenly Louisville — home of
basketball and football but not much
else — was going to Omaha, Neb., as
the unlikeliest entry in this year's Col-

US OPEN

Beware of Bogeys

the
ck
the
use
ck
urn
lea
ws
is-

lege World Series. The Cardinals (4622) open the tournament against Rice
(54-12) on Fnday.
"Somebody had a dream and it happened," Pitts said. "It's awesome. Our
team is pretty amazing."
Pretty good, too. The Cardinals have
ridden the power of a nearly unstoppable offense, solid pitching and the
aggressive attitude of first-year coach
Dan McDonnell to college baseball's
biggest stage.
Not bad for a school that had just
See CARDINALS, 28

"COACH MEARS WAS A TRUE
TENNESSEE LEGEND"
—UT ATHLETIC DIRECTOR MIKE HAMILTON

Former UT coach
Ray Mears dead at 80

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Ray Mears, the Tennessee basketball coach who presided over the "Ernie
and Bernie show" during his 15 seasons guiding the
Volunteers, died Monday. He was 80.
Mears, a fan favorite and showman who became the
winningest men's coach in Tennessee history, died Monday afternoon at a Knoxville nursing home. Funeral
plans were pending.
"Coach Mears was a true Tennessee legend," UT
athletic director Mike Hamilton said. "He created a tradition of basketball success, pageantry and fan support
by which all future basketball teams and coaches will
be measured."
Bruce Pearl, who has adopted the bright orange blazer favored by Mears — the man credited with coining
the term "Big Orange Country" — said he "brought a
style of play and atmosphere to Tennessee basketball
that will always be treasured."
In the mid-1970s, Mears coached future NBA players Ernie Grunfeld and
Bawd Ling.
"He was a great
leader, innovator and an
extremely competitive
person," Grunfeld, now
president of basketball
operations for the NBA's
Washington
Wizards,
said Monday.
"He taught me about
hard work, dedication
and loyalty — lessons
CHARLES KRUPA / AP that have stayed with
Competitors stand next to the little church pews bunker on the 15th fairway during their practice round for the 107th U.S. me my whole life. He
encouraged us to not
Open Golf Championship at the Oakmont Country Club in Oakmont, Pa., Monday.
only be good basketball players but also to WADE PAYNE /
AP FILE PHOTO
be good human beings."
Former UT basketball coach
Mears'
Tennessee
teams went 278-112 Ray Mears watches as a
OAKMONT, Pa. (AP) — They've heard the horror stories
between 1962 and 1978. banner is raised in his honor
about Oakmont, now they're experiencing them up close. The
The Vols won or shared at halftime of the Kentucky
bunkers that look like they could swallow a football field, the
Southeastern
Confer- game, for his contributions
greens where a putt even slightly off line might roll all the way
ence titles in 1967, 1972 and years of service to the
to Pittsburgh.
and 1977. The 1967 program in this March 1, 2006.
It's been 13 years since the U.S. Open last visited Oakmont,
championship was the
tiorne of the most fearsome greens in American championship
school's first in 24 years.
golf. That's plenty enough time for the field to have changed
Iluee of his teams made the NCAA tournament. At
qonsiderably — Arnold Palmer was still playing Opens back in
the time, only the SEC champion made the tourney.
094. and Tiger Woods was an amateur — and for new myths
"If there had been a 64-team, seeded field back then,
te, be created for golfers who have yet to tread 7.2(X) of the
we would have made it a lot of those years," Mears
sport's scariest yards.
recalled in a 2003 interview with The Tennessean news:"It is stifling difficult, to the point of walking off and feelpaper in Nashville.
ing like you've got 12 rounds with Ali," Paul Goydos said MonMears battled clinical depression for years while
day.
coaching and suffered a series of health problems more
• Johnny Miller's advice to all these Oakmont newbies: Believe
recently, including a stroke and had been using a wheelthe stones. Beware of Oakmont.
chair.
"Only a couple of guys broke 70 in the whole (2003) U.S.
Still, he attended a ceremony in February to retire
Amateur at Oakmont." said Miller, the 1973 U.S. Open winner
King's No. 53 at Tennessee's Thompson-Boling Arena.
Oaknumt. 'They know it's going to be a good test. ... There's
"It's not really about me tonight," King said. "It is
some brutal holes out there."
•
really honoring them (his teammates). It's honoring Ray
. Among the major topics of discussion as the field arrives at
Mears."
Oakmont is the length of the rough, which Oakmont superintendCHARLES KRUPA / AP
"Ray Mears was a giant in the basketball coaching
ent John Zimmers insists has been cut — he just didn't say if Hole marshals wait for golfers at the 12th hole
as competitors profession," said former coach Don DeVoe,
who folpracticed for the 107th U.S. Open Monday.
•See OPEN, 213
lowed him at Tennessee.

WELCOME TO OAKMONT

AND LET THE BOGEYS BEGIN

NBA FINALS

James: It's going to be electrifying'
CLEVELAND HOSTS NBA
FINALS-FlNA LLY

MARK DUNCAN / AP
Workmen finish hanging a 70-foot high banner of Cleveland
Cavaliers center Zydrunas Ilgauskas on the side of a parking garage across from Quicken Loans Arena in Cleveland
Monday The Cavaliers host the San Antonio Spurs in Game
3 of the NBA basketball finals Tuesday night

CLEVELAND(AP)--Almost 15 years
before LeBron James was born a few
exits down the Interstate, the Cleveland
Cavaliers were still in their cradle.
On Tuesday night, they'll make more
history together.
At home.
At last.
For the first time since its 1970 birth
as an expansion franchise, Cleveland will
host pro basketball's climactic event,
ending a 37-year wait for Cavs fans
who sometimes wondered if the day
would ever come.
Down 2-0 to the powerful San Anto-

nio Spurs, the Cavs will look to bounce
back in front of their adoring and raucous home crowd, which has helped
carry them further in this postseason
than they've ever been before.
"It's going to be a great experience
for all Cleveland fans. for Northeast
Ohio, for the whole state of Ohio." the
22-year-old James said proudly. "It's going
to be electrifying."
It's been a long road to the finals
for the Cavaliers, whose team colors
have undergone numerous changes over
the years and whose fortunes changed
dramatically when the ping pong balls
bounced their was in the NBA draft lottery a few years hack, giving them the
chance to pick James. Akron's favorite
son -- now Cleveland's adopted King.

But all has not gone as planned in
this series, dubbed by some as The
LeBron James finals.
In the first two games in San Antonio. the Cavaliers looked like lost tourists
while being roughed up by the Spurs,
who with the exception of a fourth-quarter letdown on Sunday, have toyed with
Cleveland.
"San Antonio." Cavs coach Mike
Brown said after a 103-92 loss in Game
2. "is a great team."
Bouncing toward their fourth title
since 1999, the Spurs have outplayed
the Cavs in every facet of the game
They've been quicker, tougher, more
relentless and much more composed than
their Cleveland counterparts.
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it was last week or last year.
Jim Furyk. playing a practice
round Monday with Tiger Wocais,
,ant recall seeing rough so
threateningly high or thick during a MOW
Woods, who has yet to play
a competitive round at Oakmont. had problems of his own
dunng his not satisfying tour
of Oakinont's hilly terrain. He
grumbled about his driver during a round that wouldn't
describe afterward, except to
say, "I broke 100."
Just another day at Oakmont
Country Club, where one-third
of the few hundred members
are good enough to have handicaps below 10. Not many duffers here, and they delight in
watching the sport's biggest
names be frustrated every decade
or so by their home course, one
that can he set up with such
difficulty that par becomes an
Ask Phil Mickelson how
tough and challenging that rough
can he
Mickelson has been at Oakmont since at least Saturday but
has yet to play a practice round.
His left wnst remains heavily
bandaged. the result of trying
to punch a shot out of Oakmont's rugged rough dunng
practice round several weeks ago.
On Monday, Mickelson limited himself to half-shots from
the grass on the practice range
before moving up to a hybrid
Jut) that, by merely being in
tiis hands, made short-game
‘.ich Dave Pet, nervous

•Halm.•(ar•Health •I.tle
inure than one ffinpinsy agcnci

(.)av./.1

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National League Standings
By The Associated Press
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pct 08
W
38 26 581
New Your
2
35 29 547
Atlanta
4
33 31 516
Phxdoetprra
6
31 33 484
Florida
1/2
41310
37
26
Washingiur
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
34 29 540
Milwaukee
28 34 462 512
Chicago
1/2
5
450
33
27
St Louis
8
26 37 413
Houston
8
26 37 413
Patsburgh
1/2
9
25 39 301
Cincinnati
Division
West
L Pct G8
W
36 26 581
San Diego
37 27 578
Arizona
1
36 28 563
Los AngeNit
31 32 492 5 1.2
Colorado
29 34 460 7 1/2
San FrIVIC11100

Monday's Games
Philadelphia 3. Chicago White Sox GI
Chicago Cubs 2, Houston 1
L A Dodgers 5. N Y men 3
San Francisco 4, Toronto 3
Tuesday's Gaines
Colorado (Cook 4-2) at Boston
(Wakefield 5-7), 6 05 p m
Texas (Millwood 2-5) at Pittsburgh
(Duke 2-6), 605 pro
Arizona (Webb 6-3) at N Y Yankees
(Wang 5-4). 60S pm
Cleveland (Carmona 7-1) at Florida
'Olsen 4-5) 6 05 p m
Milwaukee (Suppan 7-61 at Detroit
iVenander 6-21. 6 05 pm
Washington (Bowie 2-2) at Baltimore
(D Cabrera 5-6). 6 05 p m
Chicago White Sox (Contreras 4-6- at
ptatackapiwi (Hamel* 8-2) 605 pm
San Diego (Maddox 5-3) at Tampa Bay
(Kam* 4-3). 6:10 p.m
LA Angels (Escobar 7-3) at Cincinnati
(Arroyo 2-7), 6 10 p.m
Seattle (Washburn 5-51 at Chicago
Cubs (Hill 5-4) 7 05 p m
Oakland (Kennedy 2-4) at Houston
(Oswalt 6-4i, 7 05 p m
Atlanta (Davies 3-4) at Minnesota
isiowey -0). 7 10 p m
St Louis (Thompson 4-1) at Kansas
City (Bannister 2-31. 7 10 p m
N Y Mets (Maine 6-3) at LA Dodgers
(Kuo 0-1) 910 pm
Toronto (Burnett 5-5) at San Francisco
(Lowry 5-5). 9 15 p m
Wednesday's Games
Chicago White Sox (Danks 3-6) at
Philadelphia (Kendrick 0-0). 12 05 p m
Toronto (McGowan 2-2) at San
Francisco (Lincecurn 2-0). 2 35 p in
Colorado (Fogg 1-5) at Boston
(Schilling 6-2). 6 05 pm
54
605 p m 5-6) at Pittsburgh (Snell
os1Telecla
Tex)

held its youth
FUTURE LAKERS: The Calloway County Laker football program
2-5 participatgrades
in
campers
camps May 29 through June 1. (Top) Forty-four
6-9 were
in
grades
campers
30
of
total
A
ed in their camp May 29-30. (Bottom)
1.
June
and
31
May
camp
a
for
present

Bonds trims HR number down to 9
SAN FRANCISCO (API A month ago, it looked as if
Barry Bonds might break the
home run record by the AllStar game or perhaps even as
early as June He'd already hit
10 homers and May had hare'
Iv begun
Its anybody's guess now
when the San Francisco slug'et will pass Hank Aaron's
:neer mark of 755 Bonds has
slowed down that much.
He showed signs of progress
with his 747th homer Monday
night. mos mg him within eight
of Hammenn. Hank with .1
two-run shot during the Giants'
4-3 win over Toronto It was
only the second home run since
Slay It for Bonds and second
this month.
Matt Moms 17-31 recovered
trom a shaky start and pitched
a seven-hitter for his 23rd career
Lomplete game and third this
.cason - and the right-11:01,1er', performance was all Bonds
ared to discuss
"Great pitching performance.
that's it. and we finally came
through on offense." said Bonds,
who lately has said he doesn't want to talk about his personal al 4. ompli.hments and
would rather locus on the team
"Hopefully. that's some
momentum we need to start
going Iiirward"
And then he was Oti. head -

9111 Sycamore•270-7534055

JEFF CI-till AP
off of Toronto's Josh
Barry Bonds rounds trirL1 past: after hitting a two-run home run
It was
Towers to score Ryan Klesko in the fourth inning in San Francisco Monday.
747.
No.
run
home
Bonds career
to allow a homer
ed home with his hat-boy son. and focus that has defined his icrent pitcher
to Bonds.
22-year major league career.
Nikolai
The Giants unveiled a new
In other games. it was: the
who turns 4; on
Bonds
on the main cenJuly 24 - hit his first homer Los Angeles Dodgers 5, the countdown
featuring a
scoreboard
Philadelter-field
3:
Met.
on
York
New
two
4.
April
of the year
747"
"Bonds
with
sign
road
Sox
White
Chicago
the
April 13 and another April 18. phia t.
and "Road to
Then on back-to-hack days the 0: the Chicago Cubs 2, Hous- in the middle
History" on either side.
21 st and 22nd. lie 1,1 nnc td ton I. and Seattle 8. Cleve"He tied that game for us.
April 25 and 214. May 2 and land 7
was huge.- manager Bruce
That
sent
Bonds
latest.
his
For
two-run
his
since
May 5. Yet,
said. "We needed a shot
shot off the Mets' Tom Glav me an 0-1 pitch an estimated 438 &why
he gave it to
on May It, Bonds has only two feet into the seats in right-cen- in the AM1 and
bothered
have
legs
His
us.
of
the
homer
13th
his
for
ter
homers in 79 at-hats
well to
And he doesn't seem the least year and first against Blue Jays him. He's responded
him."
at
thrown
everything
(2Josh
Towers
right-handei
going
still
hit womed. either,
about his business with a snide 41. who became the 44tkh dii-

.ailliatland (Lee 2-4) Si Florida (Kim 32) 6 05 p m
Milwaukee ICapuano 5-51 at Detroit
iMaroth 4-2) 6 05 p m
Arizona IL Hernandez 5-31 at N Y
Yankees (Mussina 2-3). 605 pm
Washington (Chico 3-4) at Baltimore
iTractisel 5-41 6 05 p m
San Diego (Peavy 7-1) at Tampa Bay
(Jackson 0-7) 6 10 p m
L A Angels (Lackey 9-4) at Cincinnati
(Lohse 3-7). 6 10 p m
Seattle (Batista 7-4) at Chicago Cubs
(Marsha* 2-2). 7 05 p m
Oakland (Blanton 5-4) at Houston
(Sampson 6-5). 7 05 p m
Atlanta (James 5-5) at Minnesota Silsa
3-7). 7 10 p m
St Louis (Wainwnght 4-5) at Kansas
City iPerez 3-6) 7 10 p
NY Mets (JSosa 6-1) at L A Dodgers
(Penny 7 Ii 9 10 p m

C-J blogger ejected from game
we present the new.. to our readers." Ivory the first report at 4 12 p.m. EDT Sunsaid. "It's what we did during the Orange day. the newspaper said.
"It's a real question that we're being
Howl. It's what we did during the NCAA
of our nght to report within the
deprived
do."
we
what
It's
tournament
basketball
The newspaper had not made a deci- First Amendment from a public facility."
sion on whether to pursue any action Reischaker said. "Once a player hits a
against the SCA& its attorney. Jon L. Has. home run, that's a fact. It's on TV. Everybody sees it The NCAA can't copychaker. said Monday
nght that fact"
some
for
potential
the
"1 think there's
Louisville won the game 20-2 to advance
Action." Heischaker said "We're still talkto
the College World Senes in Omaha.
ii"
about
ing
The newspaper said the university cir- Nets
Louisville's athletics director. Tom
culated a memo on the issue from lersaid the school must abide by
of
lunch.
manager
NCAA's
Amy %%lure's. the
broadcasting, before the first super-region- NCAA rules
Gene McAntw. a representative of the
al game on Friday It said Nog% are conto
sidered a "the representation of the game" NCAA baseball committee, declined
and hlogs containing action photos or comment to the newspaper at the game.
A telephone message left by The Assogame reports are prohibited until the game
ciated Press on Monday for the NCA A
is user
Bennett consulted with his editor% and in Indianapolis was not immediate''.
continued to blog the game. submitting returned

From Page 1B
one NCAA tournament appearance and zero tournament victones in the program's nearly
100-year history. But the Cardinals have hardly looked like
postseason newcomers during
this year's tournament. They're
averaging nearly 10 runs a
game and haven't been intimidated by the more traditional
powers they've faced.
In the span of eight tournament games the Cardinals
have knocked out Miami (Fla.).
Missoun and Oklahoma State,
doing it with equal parts drama
and domination. They took
delight in quieting a hostile
crowd in beating the Tigers It3 and 16-6 to win the regional, and seemed to thnve off
the unprecedented attention they
received in the super regional
against the Cowboys.
With 1.5(X) extra bleachers
brought into Jim Patterson Stadium for the weekend. the Cardinals dominated the opener 90 and led 2-1 in the ninth in
the second game in the bestof-three cents An inning away
from Advancing. they %tumbled.
The Cowboys tied it on a
homer in the top of the ninth
and then won it in the 12th,
a loss that McDonnell admits
had him worried about his team

'what-ifing' itself right out of
the series.
"I told them it's easy to think.
'Yeah, we were only three outs
away from Omaha,'" McDonnell said. "I challenged them
as soon as the game was over
that it does you no good to
think like that. I told them to
push the thoughts out. I told
them. 'You guys are the greatest club that's ever played at
Louisville, and come out and
enjoy it.' "
The Cardinals played likc
it on Sunday, pounding the
Cowboys from the first pitch
to set off a postgame celebration that seemed unthinkable
a month ago.
"It's still a little bit unrc
al," said third baseman Chris
Dominguez.
_WP poitmetit

Umly Soft*,
ofttamaT 1111101C1 prey
le ism ca perm rewance
roved is WOW
&et is... St.•713-51142

TV, radio
TODAY
NBA BASKETBALL
•p.m.
ABC - Playoffs finals game 3 Sao
Anima° al Cleveland
WHOA BASKETBALL
p.m.
ESP042 - Waehingion st New York

Teo S ReamsPee* Choose Reed Interiors

'Service After Sole

1. Thousands ci4 the latest fabrics. away,thousands!
I. Stylish drapery hardware.
1. aeurtihe custom backing.
• • me.&re el itaa,
& Custom A:Maisie',
& Manor &alp mulcts designal la et your budget

I,

'Full Parts Dept

Monday a Games
Seattle 8, Cleyeiand 7
Philadelphia 3 Chicago White Sox 0
San Francisco 4 Toronto 3
Tuesday's Games
Colorado (Cook 4-2) at Boston
(Wakefield 5-7). 6 05 p m
Texas (Millwood 2-5) at Pittsburgh
(Duke 2-6). 6-05 p.m
Anzona (Webb 6-3) at NY Yankees
(Wang 5-4). 605 p.m.
Cleveland (carmona 7-1) at Florida
(Olsen 4-5). 6.05 p.m
Milwaukee (Suppan 7-6) at Detroit
(Vedander 6-2) 605 pm
Washington (Bowie 2-2) at Baltimore
(0 Cabrera 5-6) 6 05 p m
Chicago White Sox (Contreras 4-6) at
Philadelphia (Harnels 8-2), 605 p rr
San Diego (Maddox 5-3) at Tampa Bay
(Kazmir 4-3). 6 10 p m
L A Angels (Escobar 7-3) at Cincinnati
(Arroyo 2-7). 6 10 p m
Seattle (Washburn 5-5) at Chicago
Cubs (Hal 5-4). 705 p.m
Oakland (Kennedy 2-4) at Houston
(Oswalt 6-4). 7.05 p m.
Atlanta (Davies 3-4) al Minnesota
(Slowey 1-0). 7 10 p m
St Louis (Thompson 4-1) at Kansas
City (Bannister 2-3). 7 10 p m
Toronto (Burnett 5-5) at San Francisco
(Lowry 5-5), 9 15 p.m
Wednesday's Games
Chicago White Sox (Danks 3-6) at
Philadelphia (Kendrick 0-0), 1205 p m
Toronto (McGowan 2-2) at San
Francisco (Lincecum 2-0) 2 35 p
Colorado (Fogg 1-5) at Boston
(Schilling 6-2). 6 05 p m
Texas (Terida 5-6) at Pittsburgh (Snell
5-4). 6 05 p.m
Cleveland (Lee 2-4) at Flonda (Kim 32). 605 pm
Milwaukee (Captain() 5-5) at Detroit
iMaroth 4-2) 6 05 p m
Arizona IL Hernandez 5-3) at NY
Yankees (Mussina 2-3), 6-05 pm
Washavalon (Chico 3-4)at Baltimore
(Trachsel 5-4). 605 p.m.
San Diego (Peavy 7-1) at Tampa Bay
(Jackson 0-7) 6 10 p m
LA Angels (Lackey 9-4) at Cincinnati
(Lohse 3-7) 6 10 p m
Seattle (Batista 7-4) at Chicago Cubs
(Marshal) 2-2) 7 05 p m
Oakland (Blanton 5-4) at Houston
(Sampson 6-5). 7 05 p m
Atlanta (James 5-5) at Minnesota (Silva
3-7) 7 10 p m
St Louis (Wainwright 4-5) at Kansas
City (Perez 3-6). 7 10 p m

•Cardinals

UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE

LOUISVILLE. Ky. (API - A sports
reporter was ejected from An NCAA baseball tournament game for submitting live
Internet reports during play
Brian Bennett, • writer for The
louis'.ilk. Ks i Courier-Journal, was
approached Sunday by an NCAA representathe in the bottom of the fifth inning
.ind told that blogging from an NCAA
championship cs cm is against NCAA
the newspaper said
Bennett had done lise blogging dunng
Louisville s super-regional baseball games
against Oklahoma %tate in the presious
two gams of the threc-garne series The
representans e revoked Bennett's credential Sundas and asked him to leave the
game
The newspaper's executise editor. Bennie hors called the dispute a First Amendment issue
-This is part of the evolution of how

American League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
40 22.646
Boston
30 31 492 91/2
New YOri
1/2
33
47610
30
Toronto
29 34 48011 1/2
Banimore
28 33 45911 1/2
Tampa Bay
Central Division
W
L Pet GB
37 25 597
Clevelenct
1
36 26 581
Detroit
30 31 492 6 1/2
Minnesota
9
450
27 33
Chicago
14
24 40 375
Kansas City
West Division
L Pct GB
W
40 24 625
Los Angeles
4
567
26
34
Seattle
5
548
28
34
Oakland
23 40 36516 1 2
Texas
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contact NAA Counsel Rene P ?Adam.
r71131616-10113
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Now hiring an outgoing, energetic individ-

DISCLAIMER

The Murray Calloway I ii Airport Board sill accept bids on
the following surplus property.
ti l. One each 1988 Chesrulei pickup truck, VIP.
02GCDC147.5.11139587.
2). One each Rhino FM I00 Rotary Finish
Mower sin 10122
One each 5 ft. heasy duty Bush Hog cutter
; One each 6 ft. All AS Boo Blade

ual with a background in outside sales to
service existing clients and expand advertiser base for new regional publication.
Individual must possess excellent oral, written and interpersonal communication skills
and be goal oriented.

When accessing the
-help wanted- section

This full-time position includes health &
dental benefits,'paid vacation, and salary
plus commission. Salary will be based on
experience.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray, KY 42071

Murray and local Job

nO W•al-

Jim Fain. Chairman

1..1\\ 1 i

STEVE VIDMER
Crimi.1.11
B \Kin Pt
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1:2161p Wanted
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Chri,

380
190
ato
425

132Pielpiwied

The Mums) T'allow ay Co Airport Board reseries the nate to
reject any, any part of, or all htd, ti the Airport Board's
requirements, waive informalities and technicalities and
negotiate directly with any party submitting a ha Mier the
hid is Ass arded the ladder has 10 clays to pick up the property Any question, regarding the hid, please call Johnny Parker
al 489-2414

like
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Fero wpapwing
Hem,
Seals
Rrespood
Muskeg
Molds Nome Los For Sere
Mobile Homes For Sets
Mobile Maros For Rent
Morals Home Lots For Rent
Swearer' Wows
Apartments For Rem
Roma For Rent
Rouses For Rent
Storeys Rentals
Cortmeircial Property
Pets I Supplies
LivestockI Supplies
Public saw
Land For Rent or Loa.

430
435
440
445
460
465
460
470
410
485
490
496
500
510
520
530
560
570

I

Reel Estate
Lem Property
Lots For Stet.
Lots For Rent
Faros For Sere
Acreage
roams For
Motorcycles 6 ATY s
Auto Pods
Sport Mary Veruties
Used Cars
Owe
Used Trucks
Campers
Brom 11 Motors
Ssmces Orareci
Fres Column
Tobacco & Supply.*

S3.35 •

\

$8.25 Column Inch, KM Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(AU 3 Ails Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
r column inch extra for Monda (She. in. Guide)
I I

I

Alt,

$8.25 First Day -20 words Or kart
Over 2P wgrids S5Q each
Additional Consecubve Days: $.12 per woril per day.,
53 35 extra for Shopper (Mon. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide)
'96 00 extra for blind box ads

Hale Wanted

Property may be esamined at the Murray Calloway Co.
Airport, 544 Airfield I. Murray. Ky 42071, Thursday.
lune
-th through Thursday June 14th trywn 8-00 am to (X) p.m.
Bids will he accepted until 12 Oh won Fridas. lithe 15th.
2007 Bid, an, to be sealed and marked with the nern name
and contact intormation printed on the lViSide 1,1 the hid
en.ekvc

Donthem
over
id to
m to
told
greated at
t and

190
116
200
210
220
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270
2110
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300
120
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340
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I. alsomis worse
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Si.
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120 Cu
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160 Home Purnierm9s
166 Antiques
103 lamb & Garden
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I his surplus pnmerty will be sold as is where is with
expressed Of implied

hink.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask tor
Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: MondaN -Friday
7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

010

IV a

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Ilieway Woe& Mar Me theelag Ad NOW

ADJUSTMENTS

CALLOWAY Gardens
8 Essex Downs Apts.
accepting bids tor
resurfacing parking
lots. 1505 Diuguid Dr.
753-8556

ADMINISTRATIVE
Assistant/Editor
Kentucky
Lake
Productions, LLC IS
seeking an administrative assistant/editor.
ITEMS - in Unit 1-0-, Duties include editing
Boggess Self Storage, print publications and
1465 St. Rt. 121N, web sites, some data
Murray will be sold entry, and administrative assistant work.
June 14 at 4PM.
Applicant must have a
020
proficient knowledge of
Nodes
Microsoft Word, Excel,
Outlook. FrontPage,
BLUEGRASS Gardens and the Internet. We
Daylily Farm, 684 provide an excellent
Crossland Rd., Murray work environment with
(783S). Wed.-Sat. 10- good pay. To apply,1
430, pots $2.50 8 up.
email
resume
to
www.bluegrassgar- klp10mymurray.com
dens.net
or mail to P.O. Box
1112, Murray.
COME to where the
lilts bloom.
COOKS, prep cooks,
Outside Inn Daylily busser. servers. Apply
Nursery.
in person Dumplin's of
565 Magness Rd ,
Murray, 305 S. 12th St.,
Hardin, KY
Murray. No phone
Mon.-Sat.,
calls, please.
SAM-6130PM
CUSTOMER Service
437-4015, 703-7059
Rep opening at South
500 new vanebes
Eastern Book We are
FREELANCE
Photography.
Femitles, wedding*.
reunions.
270-2104173
HORSEBACK riding
lessons. Experienced
instructoa, great horses. No experience necessary. 270-227-9020

looking for someone
who will provide excellent customer care,
able to learn new software applications eastly, has excellent problem solving skills.
customer
excellent
service e-mail skills,
and wants to join a
growing company with
THE Murray Ledger 8
excellent
benefits
Thrtes
considers
its
including health insursources *able but "lac
ance, 401K. and paid
1101101M
occur
00
Ability to
vacation
Readers using the into,
navigate the Internet a
-anon <to so al their own
plus SEB is an EOE
,60 Although persons and
employer Please subompantes
mentioned
herein are believed to be
resumes
mit
reputable
The Murray
to.human.resource Os
Ledger 8 Times riot any of
ebook.corn or mail to
As employees &coact any
PO Box 309 Murray KY
,esponsibility whatsoever
42071. No phone calls
'i-tr Med whale's
please.
PAINTING contractor is
recruiting experienced
professional journeymen painters. Must
LOST male Basset
have 4-years profeshound, white 8 brown
sional painting experiEast Hazel area
ence Position includes
293-FtS3.1
benefit plan including
Health. Retirement 8,
paid vacations To
apply call 753-6695 &
A child needs youl
leave voice message
No walk in applicants
Become a tower per
ent, up to $36.,clay accepted. This oompany 56 161 equal °Moth/WKOMES
270-443-9004
nay employer.

Check out the classifieds at
www murrayledger cam

on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.

will be redirected
to jobnetsvork.corn

you

By default.
listings will appear on

this website
However, as a rational
website. not all listings
on the .tobrietwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any.
questions regarding

LPN & CERTIFIED
NURSE ASSISTANT
Henry County Healthcare Center is seeking LPNs & CNAs for our skilled and
long term care facility. The positions are
full-time and part-time with flexible
schedules available. Interested candidates
must be licensed or certified by the State
of Tennessee. New grads welcome.
We provide a sign-on bonus and an excellent benefit and salary package including
health, vision, dental, and retirement.
Interested candidates should send a
resume or apply in person.
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris,TN 30342
731-644-8472
cowen@hcinc-tn.org
Equal Opportunity Employer

Positions Available For
CNA In Paris Area
Contact

Volunteer Home Care
866-622-0017
Registered Nurse needed for new and
progressive OB /GYN Practice in a
new facility. Experience preferred.
Excellent benefits and wages.
Please send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-G
Murray, KY 42071
or e-mail resume to:
sarahtrprimarycarernedcenter.com

WAREHOUSE UTILITY
POSITION AVAILABLE
Duties uk:lude picking and processing orders, remising and unloading. inventory maintenance
Requirements for the position are forklift experience.
valid driver's license, light to moderate lifting, computer skills Must be self motivated and energetic
Competitive wages & benefits!
Send Resume to: P.O. Box 123, Akne, KY 42020

JACKSON PURCHASE ACA
Position Opening for:
MARKETING ASSISTANT
• B.S. Degree in Marketing. Communications.
Business Administration or related field
• Excellent computer skills required
• Position located in Mayfield, Kentucky
• Salary commensurate with education and
experience
Applications will he taken from Tuesday. June
12 through Tuesday, June 19 at the ACA
Administrative Office located at 3211 East
Broadway, Mayfield, Kentucky or at the
Employment Services Offices at 319 S. 7th
Street. Mayfield. Kentucky. The Employment
Services Office is open Monday/Tuesday 7:30
a.m. to 5:30 p.m Wednesday/Thursday 8:00
cm. to 4:30 p.m. add Pnday 730 a.m. to 1200
p.m. The ACA Office is open Monday through
Friday 8:00 cm to 4:30 p.m.
EI0C-AM1alA1IVE ACTION EMPLOYER

‘Itl 1\i, I 1:(11\1(1 \

the Murray area
job listings. Thank you

00 you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you! Full time positrons available
Apply at
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111
DRIVER WANTED

Ar'ftax 01.2.71s PRO
oil C 50Q TH TH 515 t

EXPERIENCED grill
cook wanted. Days
only. Must work weekends. Apply in person
before 2PM. No phone
calls. Hungry Bear
Restaurant.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person after 6:00PM.
FULL time assistant
manager
positions
available in Murray and
Cadiz. High school
diploma or equivalent
required. Training provided. Please apply at
the
Murray
Cash
Express location 310
N. 12th St 270-7538999
FULL time position
now open for tire
changer w/mecrianical
knoveledge. Economy
Tire 753-8500
HELP WANTED
Part/Full time 3 shirts
daily 7 days a week
$9hr after paid
training + Benefits
Contact us now!
1 -888-974-JOBS or

Vaunt to Buy

LOCAL
established
business seeking fulltime receptionist/customer service rep Must
have excellent people.
computer and typing
skills. High school
diploma required. Send
resume to: PO. Box
1040-C, Murray, KY
42071.

GOOD used refngera
ors, electric ranges
gas heaters, air condi
boners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109

NEED
immediately!
Carpet layers helper.
Apply at Joe Smith
Carpet. 753-6660
PARADISE Resort now
hiring for part time
housekeeping
positions. Pay starting at
$7.50. Apply at 1024
Paradise Drive.

HOW does 2-3 hours a
day for extra pay & no
weekends sound to
you? USA TODAY has
openings for independent delivery persons
working *arty morning hours in the
Murray & Mayfield
areas Applicants must
have good credit &
reliable transportation
To apply, please call
our 24 hour hotline at
1-888-854-6475
Needed

JOB SHOP
MACID•ISTS

Send resume or apply at

Mayfield Machine
& Tool, Inc.
II(17 Old Pryorshurg Rd
P.O Box 738
Mayfield. KY 42066

NOW taking applications for sit postdates
and all shifts Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-in. 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

Ankles
For Sale
2 mausoleum crypts in
Murray
Memorial
Gardens.
Located
inside the Chapel at
eye level and are the
last available spaces
inside the Chapel.
Valued at $12,500 for
the pair. Will sell for
$10,000.
270-753-5819
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each 270-492-8614

RYAN'S Steakhouse
now hiring hot bar,
cold bar, bakery, display cook & dish. Part
time & full time positions, apply within_

PLAYSTATION 1 & 2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square
Huge Selection, Great
Prices! 753-0530

SOMEONE to clean
apartments for sacrPertY
management company.
Send resume to 108 N
12th St., Murray.

SATELUTES
DISK Medan*.Satellita
Systems - Everyone
qualifies! Plasma &
LCD TVs, home entertainment centers, TV
carts, surround sound,
coax, HDMI & component cables. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
506-J N. 12th St. 7590901

SONLIGHT is seeking
a window cleaning
technician to work full
or part time. Must have
a clean driving record.
Experience with ladders (comfortable with
heights)
a
plus
Opportunity to work
outdoors. $7 hour to
start.
Send
brief
resume to P.O.Box
1521. Murray, KY
42071
YARD Foreman needed. Previous experience preferred Apply
in person at Myers
Lumber Co 500 S. 4th
St., Murray
090
Domestic 8 Childcare
CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses I have
20 years experience
270-759-9553
HOME cleaning
services 227-7129

Calloway County
'ictorial History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350

WEIGHT bench with
leg attachment,
weights, bars, and
dumbbells, all in excellent condition. $300.
(270)293-6771 Leave
message
WHITNEY
Piano,
$350. Wheels for '99
Dodge Durango, $40.
Computer
armoire,
$200. 293-5134 anytime. 759-0083 after
5PM

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

NON-SMOKING mother providing child care
for all ages Please call
227-6069
Computers

Compaillam/Netanark
WWI
Gres Dowdy

On the Square Murray

(270) 753-1713
UPRIGHT
freezer.
works good Kirksey
area $10000 293
2557
133
Mapes

ANTIQUE
Lovers
Lillian Russell 5 piece
mahogany
bedroom
Seereity
group, $4,000
5
Jenny Lind 4 piece oak
twin bedroom group
MINA COMPUTERS
$1,800 270-247-3139
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556

419-2666
www.diraMr.tora

A Ili:moon Skit
Training on Day Shift

Benefits include:
• Air Conditioned Shop
• Paid Vacations
• 8 Paid Holidays
• Company Paid
Employee Insurance
• 401K Plan

150

PRECISION Tooling
Products, LLC.
Mayfield, KY
Growing CNC Shop
looking for qualified
Machinist, 5 yr min.
experience. No Calls
please. Mail resume:
3181 State Route 121
South. Mayfield. KY
42066.
Email: tfulton PTPM
FG.com

www.111889744obs.co

170-241-0501

re•tuIllt• lo
lin\ /4146,
\burraa. 1%1 42071

Huh Women

ANT1OUES Call Larry
753-3633
1BUY running or
fixable cars trucks
vans tractors farm 8
construction
equipment ATVs.
campers motorhomes
trailers almost anything 270-970.1010

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Spotting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
JUNK ears 8 trucks.
CO Larry 753-3633.

OWNER
FINANCE
'98 3BR 28A $5.000
down $645 month. 1
acre. Murray area. 7531011
1987 Schultz 14x64
with a 7x21 tiff out, 3EIR
28A, all appliances
included
Must be
moved. $6.000 OBO
293-7257 or 227-3930
2004 CLAYTON 16x80.
vinyl siding, shingle
roof, 38R. 2 bath, like
new.(270)489-2525
FOR sate by owner.
on 1-acre, 573
Poftertown rd. near
Wildcat Beach, sold as
is, asking $28,000,
questionS canted
(850)345-0603

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..
6
I p.m. to 4 p.m.

GOVERNMENT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYERS! Zero down! Your
land or family land.
731-584-9429 Ends
June 15
New Listing-3 Mobiles
Large Garage-On 2
lots
All for under $70K.
Contact Mike Conley,
Olive Branch Auction &
Realty
270.293.3232
OWNER Financing
48R
manufactured
home. 28x80 with all
modern conveniences.
Located
close
to
Panorama
Shores.
270-527-9981

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts,
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6058
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8668.

NICE 2 bedroom
mobile home 7539866 or 293-8385

$110 per month. Newe
homes only. 492-8488
Apirbasnts For Rent
NICE 3BR 25A with
1 & 2 bdr apts. No pets. carport. $650. Lease,
Leave a message. 270- no pets. 753-7457,
227-3054
753-1970
1 bedroom apt,
$250.00, S. 6th St.
(270)761-2907
1 OR 2br apts. near
A&F Warehousing
downtown
Murray
Near MSU $20-50.
starting at $200/mo
753-7668
753-4109.
IBA furnished or
110(,(;LSS
unfumished,low utiliSELF-SIOR %GE
ties, no lease required,
no pets. $245/mo.
753-3949
1BR near MSU, other
locations available,
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898
1BR, various locations, J&L RENTALS
$200-5300. Coleman MINI-STORAGE
RE 753-9898
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.
2BR 2 full bath on
quiet dead end street.
270-436-5496
Enclosed garage,
270-293-6906
1.300 sq.ft.
$575/month, $575
MURRAY Store and
deposit. 759-1490
Lock presently has
28R apartments availunits available. 753able. Great location. 1
2905 or 753-7536.
year lease, 1 month
deposit. no pets. 753PENNY Mini Storage
2905
10X15 units 0 $35
2BR duplex, nice.
VISA/MC
Ch-VA, appliances fur270.293.3232
nished. Various locations. Coleman RE
PREMIER
753-9898
MINISTORAGE
2BR near MSU, C/H/A, *Inside climate control
storage
appliances. Coleman
•Securrty alarmed
RE 753-9898
*Safe & clean
2BR, washer, dryer,
.We sell boxes!
dishwasher,
quiet
'We rent U-Hauls
neighborhood, no pets,
753-9600
$475 month. 753-0919,
293-1669
38R 2BA duplex, fireplace, dining room
Coleman RE 753-9898
4BR 2BA, all appliances, central H/A
9e48

3 unit rental, 502 S
6th St $60,000
(270)761-2907

NEON BEACH
MINI•STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

•••••
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I
PM* FH
OFFICE or retail space
&vedette Prime ioca
Son. 753-2905,
293-1480
UNIVERSITY Square 1300 eq. R. k..) 4500 ed.
11. CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobe
Realtors
753-1402
UPSTAIRS floor 401-A
Maple, 4,000 sq.ft or
can be divided private
offices,
restroorns,
counter space. cabinets, conference Morn.
270-978-06903

CLASSIFIEDS
Sentofame

(\IN.!! tit \I 1
I il I I 1:1 1 11 1!

A land...aping
...alma. him Kuir•nteed
CaN 753-1816
Of 2274611
PRICE REDUCED!
New
construction
1086 Robertson Rd
48R 2-1/2 bath Over
3.000 square feet
under roof 1-1,4 acres
city Wales Carl 270
293-2512

lappess
MC
German
Shepherds
from
Hickman
Kennels
Excellent
German
import bloodlines for
working and protection
731-352-2604 or
731-415-1848
MC white Boxer pup
Peas 8350 781-2785
DOG Obedience
4384858.
GREAT Pyrenees puppies. MC registered.
excellent
parents,
ready soon. 753-5371
*yew fre•webs.corn/cir
len

MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE
MCKINNEY INS.
IN N.5TH STREET
753-3500

te2 acres & doubiewide 5 bedrooms 3
baths. shop & other out
building
489-2450.
293-8035
All Real Estate actverhsed in the newspaper
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968. as amended which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference limitation
or discrimination based
on race CO101 religion
sec. or national origin

an intention to make
any such preference
or cheerers!wean This newspaper
will
not
knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
that
informed
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity beets."
Of

FOR MN duplex in
Murray. 499.000
293-1446

227-8575 Dirt Cheap
Lawn Service.
Mowing bush trimming, gutter cleaning,
spring cleaning
&
much more

Rill Electric
24 now wince
Res.. Corn.. & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
Ado Pols
VW 1600 engine ti lots
of other VW parts
*75000 753-7581 or
2104018

USED TIRES
14. 15 16 inch
Starling at 520
mounted

94 Caravan 3.0 motor
rebuilt trans 95 350
30 over fresh rebuilt.
'86 Chevy PU 305 Can
instill 293-2557

{Musa teaks

4

1-270-705-3555
Yard mowing starting ir
the city at $15 a yard
pressure washing No
odd gobs too smallFree
estimates.

Since 1986

Call 753-5606
G(JINEAS. babies $3
adults 87, buy 8 o
either get 7th free. fer
tile hatching eggs
great for tick. insect &
Snake
control
(731)842-8837

LAM
LAWN SERVICE
mowing, Manic wring

1995
Nissan
Pathfinder
170,000
miles good condition.
new tires $2,500
293-7491 210-1612

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, etc Insured
438-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters.
gunk & tree work
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair, tune-up specials 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions. decks
Hauling, clean up gunk.
Garage yards.
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
293-4954
'FONDA NUE
CARPENrav

Used Cars
2006 Chevy Impala
24K mges, under facto
my warranty, V-6. sliver
4dr . great interior.
$16.500.
270-227.
4402
98 Neon
85.000
miles Great engine,
Alpine stereo new
tires $4,000 0130
759-0619
95 Camaro
New
engine. 8 cy1 . runs
great needs minor
interior work, $4.000
080 731-383-2409
95 Saab 900008.
Runs great $3.90r
080 978-0742
1994 Eagle Vision
Leather, all pow,new
tires,
very
nice.
168.xxxmi
$1,800
270-753-4022
1986 Plymouth Reliant
7534747
Res

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS
(2701 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

%WHALE
litchcll Bros.
Pus.ing
759-0501
753-1537

LAKE LOT BARGAIN
1.AG-834.900
11115.440 •
W/FRIE Dow Sepal
2004 Ford F150. Rey,.
Unbeleivebie
Doll' manual Vans, 21K. liwt
Nicely wooded lake package 10.900 MO
access property
in 227-71100
brand new premier
development
on 1993 Ford Ranger, 4Kentucky Lake Paved cyl 5-speed, it, new
Wee. in good condibon
rd.
12.500.(270)978-0196
wg was Prime
waterfronts eyed Cal
9897T50. runs/kooks
now 1-800-704.3154 good. 5 speed. AC
x 1233
bier. 92.100
782-9959

SI'H A Li'
%walk...ding
A limiting
141%% 1 it 55 IN
270-753-2279
P.sx

BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY RILL
Septic system, gravel.
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
Pies

10... acres in Keksey
area Wooded. private
includes utiles*. well.
septic, gravel pit. can
sirddivocte Calt
i2701480-2979. Wave

,2T11
.11: il7ea27-.4.32

Camas
2005 Layton Lae travel
trailer 26', excellent
condition
Extended
warranty
$12,000
(270)227-9787

NADEAU'S
Coneinrctkin
.Flooring •Decks
*Vinyl Wing -AS other
Home improvements

(270)979-2111
Licensed & insured

NLION2111$
BOAT
1.100 waft home .
INSURANCE
300 ep.4 upstairs
13860 US Hwy 64IN.
MCKINNEY INS.
Purities'. N. Must be
IN N. MI STRUT
moved $10.000 MO
(7701293-1437 Den
, 753-3500

General Contra(ling
Commercial / Residential

224-45415• 43ii-12ii2

FREE
• lamp Acsl..incis aaa.
Metal Gm radows
.
a0111•141 Mown
Ifilrliik
:1N
.r„

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming
removal,
stump grinding firewood Insured
489-2839

489-2689• 293-6073
II

si

l'n.%N v.01

11 \\ \(.1 \II \I
• weekly It yodel
•locally uwrodlopersted

759-1151 •293-2753
29.3.271114

(lilt sI 1111.1•

,

Tree Maintenance Debris Removal
Trees shaped, trimmed or removed

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

Ron Frame, Jr.
Res.: 270-474-0323 • Cell: 270-227-3144)

JOE'S JOBS

1.5

0\

1 1.5% (

753-4344 • 227-56.44

270-436-551)7

Lake City Fence

ROOFING/VINYL
SIDING

I
(,t,t \I, II iii II(

S8M Construction
Roofing, fencing siding. painting, decks
Free estimates 23
years experience
(270)839-0207,
(270)887-9729

Brest Heastua
276-474-1881
WE mow yards Good
price 435-4480.
304-6850

Frame's
Services, Inc.

Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

111111.4011 QUalil

& Welding
.°Frex Extimaxxx•
450ed •Ilayi

<kaki ask -bee
•Iteriiiredei rierew-rdel

Metal or Shingles
Local • Free Estimates

(270)205-2428

270-705-5696

Stump removal • All modern equipment
24 hour emergency service

"No pi) is complete until customer is satisfied

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its etnpieyees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

FREE house
Must be moved
a92-8610
FREE full blooded
Beagle Puppies
227-2851

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
r.loray Ledger S Tunes
First Come Forst

Serve

Please No Phone Calls

Playhouse in the Park's junior version of
Schoolhouse Rock Live! opens Thursday
Playhouse in the Park's 2007
season continues with a junior
version of Schoolhouse Rock
Live! June 14 - 24. Under the
direction
of
Playhouse
Executive Artistic Director Ross
Bolen, Schoolhouse
Rock
LIVE!JR is the production component of the annual summer
youth theatre camp and features
39 local youth ages 7- 10
Often viewed with nostalgia
by members of Generation X.

Schoolhouse Rock! has become
pan of American popular culture, so kids of all ages will
enjoy reliving those cartoon
filled, Saturday mornings in
front of the TV. with the stage
version of these iconic educational cartoon shorts. Containing
all
your
favorites
like
'Conjunction Junction'. "Three
is a magic number. and "I'm
just a Bill'. Schoolhouse Rock
Live. JR is now reaching its
third generation as it teaches
Grammar. Math. and Social
Studies in the disguise of hinny
characters and infectious tunes
Schoolhouse Rock' is a series

of 46 educational short films
featuring songs about schoolhouse topics, including grammar. science, economics, history, mathematics, and politics.
Originally
conceived
by
Thomas G. Yohe in 1972, the
shorts were broadcast on the
ABC
television
network
between 1973 and 1986; they
were then broadcast infrequently during the 1990s and 2000s,
An additional short, I'm Gonna
Send Your Vote To College, was
created for the 30th anniversary
video release.
Schoolhouse Rock began as a
commercial advertising venture
by David McCall. The idea
came to David when he noticed
one of his sons, who was having
trouble in school remembering
the multiPlication tables, knew
the lyrics to many current rock
songs. The first song recorded
was "Three Is A Magic
Number", by Bob Dorough. It
tested well, so a children's
record was enifiplled Ind
releJsed Tom Yohe Sr. listened
Iii the liNt song. and began to

doodle pictures in relation to the
lyrics. He informed David that
these songs would make good
animation. When a print workbook version fell through,
McCall's company decided to
produce their own animated versions of the songs, which they
then, sold to ABC based on a
demo animation of the original
"Three Is A Magic Number" for
its Saturday morning lineup.
They pitched their idea to
Michael Eisner, who was at the
time head of ABC's children's
programming division. Eisner
brought longtime Warner Bros.
cartoonist/director Chuck Jones
to the meeting.to also listen to
the presentation. ABC's chil-

dren's programming division
made its cartoon-producers cut
three minutes out of each of
their shows, and sold General
Foods on the idea of sponsoring
the segments. The series stayed
on the air for 12 years.
The cast Of Schoolhouse
Rock LIVE. JR includes John
Koelsch, Olivia Floyd Caroline
Collins, Clara Arnold. Elizabeth

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Wednesday, June 13, 2007:
Your ability to incise past the
superficial often puts a smile on
your face. Others know you
have a very unique ahtlit) to
home in on what is important.
Laugh and relax more often.
Remember, life is for living, not
for wallowing in problems.
C'reativity and insight open
many new doors. The routine
becomes a pleasure. A purchase
this year might cost a lot, and
you simply might not care.II
xi are single, you could spend
lot of money trying to create
the good life.' You might also
spend a lot to make yourself

more appealing. If this is the

CATHY'S
Wallpapering. Panting.
Cleaning. 270- 2276606731-496-8904
CHASE & Mike
Stockwets Metal
Roofing 8 Vinyl
Siding. 759- was.
2274238

km,

GARDEN OF EDEN
LAWN CARE

Calhoon Construction, LLC

Balmer.
Sarah
('rutches,
KateAdams.
FreddiePayne,
JillianCasebeer,
Mallory
Wooldridge, Kayla Little,
Wendy Lou Waltrip, Jack Reed,
Shyann
Royalty, Houston
Billington, Hannah Walters, Etta
Danielson, Wesley Howe,
Shelby
Lewis,
Prashant
Chakradhar, Maddie Waldrop,
Jaclyn Fein, Casey Key, Jordan
Rickman, Jordan Nagy ,
Danielle Potts, Shaylee Cullop.
Kathryn James, Macy Wilson,
Hannah Boren, Rebecca Reed,
Hannah Babcock. Mollianne

Murdock, Isaac Hansen, Linda
Arekeylan„ Eve Lavitz, Phoebe
Shown, Amanda Handegan and
Taylor English all of Murray and
Calloway County.
Schoolhouse Rock LIVE. JR

runs Thursday through Sundays
June 14 - 24 at Murray's
Playhouse in the Park. For tickets and show times visit the
Playhouse website at playhouseinthepark.net. or call the Murray
Tourism Commission at 7592199.

TRAVIS

• 001 Dodge Caravan.
53.400 miles, $7,500
080,753-6178.
293-5169
11111L7
inswer 1997 GIAC customized
Van 293-3742

1)S W'
P‘uvuum.

Murray Ledger & Times

0-4K. '2* bide
dewing. lanai rows
underbrush% ponds
weierways
tit ell 41101,10101
44934371*

DAVID'S
Cleaning
Service AN external
dewing Vinyl, fences.
44C (270)527-7176
DAVIS Henclyworks.
Smell home repairs
siring. windows. doors.
decks. garages. fool-

3814 IRA home mei 2
car garage iocesed It KAYOT pontoon 2a.
2100 Carol . Murray
00HP
Johnson
Ckwel neighborhood
Needs carpet no Pellcondition
eisceitent
et 12.000
rielung 1139.000 Call 270-4364229.
for details 270-753- mobile 6154314151
S300 or 270-293-7999
1990 %worse: 20
ing 227-9484
MIN-3814 2BA compontoon boat NO
OKI HANDYMAN
pletely renovated &
41114P 1986 Eievude
We do el the odd jobs
uPOIKed home dose to outboard
11-10
tleils
you don't have time
Wit) Large I aere int
Good
condlbon
for
landecaped
nicely
motion trader MOO
Pearreng. aiding. roofs.
inekadang true frees
I270)7$0- 1000
decks
12110
workshor Cal
x102 days, 0701436293-5438
erfelleched
weer.
evenings
2983
house AA we ewe
TRENCHING
snows $106 000 Cal 19118
-15lefifia0mbef
731.782-3051
2274304 kw dote&
deist 227-2052
731-336-5286

•IBC. stop and recognize how
much you have to offer. If
are attached, you love hanging
together and being one-on-one
with each other. Just know that
anyone can go overboard. Be
aware of your limits. GEMINI is
a soul mate.

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day
Have: 5-Dynamic,
4-Positive, 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
* etre Wake up and know
that today you will step forward
What a change, Others might be
receptive and sensitive Where
previously flak has greeted you
an agreement comes forth A
relationship, budding or established. feels good Tonight You
don't have to go far
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**• Funds appear where you
fell stressed out previously
Realize your kmds through positive action and a greater sense
of commitment You know what
you want. You will get it as well
Understanding bhoon.Jonight
Pay bills kit
----GEMINI(May 21-Jelos 20)
***it* You anal* lee up to
Snuff Act that way and put your
bell foot forward Have others
changed their mends'? Perhaps
the answer lies within You are
unusually plareulaarve and attrac bye Your words Row Tonight If
you're thinking about approaching someone and you've felt a little unsure, the time is now
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
•*•* Do what you feel even it
others might be a touch reactive
Slew down and allow associates

W Jacqueline Blear
to express their ideas. vulnerabilities and desires Better understanding can be created through
an
empathetic
approach
Tonight. What would make you
happy.)
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Investigate different
paths to the same obiective
You'll discover one that could be
much easier, though off the beaten track Realize limits but don't
create them You have a way
that draws many Use that special touch Tonight. Where the
crowds are
MOO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Expect nothing. and you
won't be surpnsed You will have
to take a stronger role in events
that follow You have tremendous understanding Your intuitive actions pay off with a mundane or daily issue Tonight
Expect to be out or working into
the wee hours.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** A smile might cave in a
difficult person or situation.
Finally you feel as if you are in
the game and not a spectator
Dig as much as you need to in
order to get the true facts
Anchor in on possibilities
Tonight Trust that the action is
where you are
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*se* A key partnership or tie
allows
more
possibilities
Though you might not even realize it others notice that you are
going around with a huge smile
on your face Trust one adviser
or special friend Accept a compliment gracious/if Tonight Go
along with another's whims
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Others run with the
ball Your i0b is 10 let this occur
and encourage those who feel
insecure News from a distance
allows
you
to
smile
Understanding draws opportunities and unthought-of ideas
Tonight You have many choices
What would you most like to do-,

V411PRICONN (Dec. fl-Jan. 19)
*4* Sometimes you have very
*tile say AB you can do right now
is be thorough and accept your
responsibilities. Sometimes * is
hard to helIr the comments that
drift in your direction. Don't fight
the inevitable. Tonight: Say yes'
tr=us

A
(Jem. 11114116. 111)
***** Nbur cremate. sense
of fun and appal surge to Its
forefront. Reshot Oat might be
instrumental Of inipotlanl.

Others finally seem to be able to
understand and appreciate you.
Tonight. In the whirlwind of life.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Focus on the posittve, and
you could be delighted by what
you can ac,complish. Worry and
anxiety take away from your ability to accomplish a lot, If you
need cooperation, you have it
Just ask. Tonight. Head home.
Take a timeout

BORN TODAY
Singer Raz B (1985) celebrity
twins Mary-Kate and Ashley
Olsen (1986) artist Christ()
(1935)
•••
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2007 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

75%
OFF REGULAR PRICE!

ONE DAY
ONLY
Wednesday, June 13th
10:00 am -5:00 pm
lhat's Right Save 75%
On All Remaining
MerchandisemStorewide!

Pielilimports
1205 B CHESTNUT STREET • MURRAY, KY

f.

